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A very happy New Year to all our
readers. And a big thank you wonderful members who have contributed so
much to your Monthly Letter.
Special thanks to Hunter Bishop for
his all-embracing help; to John Morrow
for his in-depth covering of the art
scene; to Lou Hartley for his criticism and layout; and to my wife
Catherine for her patient proof
reading.
A renaissance of Literature, Art,
Music and Theatre is injecting new
life into the Club. Sweeny Todd by
the Drama Group in November; an Art
with its first class on Jan.
*Workshop
14 through the enthusiasm of Robin
Cumine and his "Group of Fifteen";

and MINDS ON THE MOVE the series of
luncheon meetings so superbly organized by Chick Hendry that Gordon
Alderson said "we have enjoyed the
finest speakers in my 34 years of
membership."
ANOTHER GUCHTERLONEY EXTRA-CURRICULLAR INVENTION gave us all spinetingling inspira-tion and brought some
of us close to tears:David Ouchterloney read a poem very
beautifully on Dec. 9, 1974, without
the slightest trace of the stutter
which had affected him. Dave found
this 1861 poem written by Tupper in
a book on speech therapy. It sums up
the tortures endured by the sufferers.

Come, I will show thee an affliction unnumbered among the world's sorrows,
Yet real and wearisome and constant, embittering the cup of life.
There be who can think within themselves,and the fire burneth at their heart,
And eloquence waiteth at their lips, yet they speak not with their tongue;
There be those whom zeal quickeneth, or slander stirreth to reply,
Or need constrainith to ask, or pity sendeth as her messengers,
But nervous dread and sensitive shame freeze the current of their speech;
The mouth is sealed as with lead, a cold weight presseth on the heart,
The mocking praise of power is once more broken in performance,
Courage is cowed at the portal, wisdom is widowed of utterance:
He that went to comfort is pitied, he that should rebuke is silent,
And fools who might listen and learn, stand by to look and laugh:
While friends, with kinder eyes, wound deep by compassion:
And thought, finding not a vent, smouldereth gnawing at the heart,
And the man sinketh in his sphere for lack of empty sounds.
There may be cares and sorrows thou hast not yet considered,
And well may thy soul-rejoice in the fair privilege of speech:
For at every turn to want a word - thou canst not guess that want;
It is as lack of breath or bread; life hath no grief more galling.
Lying in bed thinking of the muscle
spasms that made him stutter, David
conceived the exciting idea of
neutralizing the spasms by an electric
shock and invented a small device
operated by the user. John Scott
tested its safety and Harry Ebbs
suggested its universal use. After
10 months of intensive work David
conducted the carols at last year's
Christmas dinner with his invention
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at the ready but - not once did he
use it. Several sufferers using the
invention spoke to us with astounding
ease and flexibility. A documentary
film which John McLean had helped to
produce reinforced this,
"My greatest thrill", Dave ended,
"was when a boy I found very hard to
teach said with a smile,'Now I have
friends'."
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Adrian Dingle, R.C.A.,
1911-1974.
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How did you know him? If you were a
new member, you were conscious of
his style when he entered the room,
of his immense number of friends and
well-wishers, and of his unfailing
expressions of goodwill.
If you were an older member, you
looked forward to having a chat with
him, knowing that he would recently
have come from a painting trip in
Connemara, (where he and his wife
Patricia, have built a home on the
edge of the sea),or from some point
in the Maritimes, or from opening a
one-man show in Toronto or Calgary.
There were always interesting
stories, juicy little tit-bits that
kept you on the edge of your chair,
or sent you into gales.., and for
the ladies, a courtly Old World
charm, that never failed to bring
the most deliohtful responses,
even from teen-agers,
He had exhibited regularly for over
thirty years, with the Academy and
the O.S.A., was a member of both
and Past President of the Ontario
Society of Artists.
A Retrospective Exhibition of his
work was held at Erindale College,
University of Toronto in 1968 and
included fifty paintings, beginning
with his first oil sketch in 1931.
The 'forties were tough for an
artist, especially with three
growing boys, and without the
staunch support and unfailing
encouragement from his wife,
Patricia, it could never have come
together. There were late nights
over the drawing-board to meet
publisher's deadlines for story
illustration and comic book
sequences...and portraits to paint,
not always of the most inspiring
subjects.
Gradually, with increasing demand
for Adrian's 'Style'of muted colour,
dramatic lighting, and rich textural
surfaces, the way became a little
easier and commercial art was
dropped.

For the next thirty years Adrian's
output was enormous. (He was one
of the most prolific painters in
Canada of consistently highquality work).
His subject-matter derived from
trips to the Maritimes, Cape Ann,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, France and
Cornwall. In the last twelve years,
his interest has pivoted around
Connemara, the Maritimes, children,
and a source of inspiration that
stemmed from an earlier time.
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I knew him first in the early
'thirties, when he was nineteen,
Later, after a stint of work and
study in England, Adrian had a
studio in the Malloney Building,on
Grenville Street, next to Healey
Willan and Frank Johnston, and
they were all good friends. There
later ensued a fine portrait of
Willan, now owned by the Club. The
association with Willan undoubtedly
reinforced his interest in
classical music, and this in turn,
during the 'sixties and early
'seventies, led to a whole series
of memorable paintings, often
sparked by a sketch done on
Programme Notes at a T.S.O.
Concert. Fine, abstract-realist
paintings such as 'Accelerando'
(RCA'65), 'Concerto by Parris'(5
Kettle Drums),(RCA'66-OSA'68),
and 'Tribute to Harry Somers'
(Art Gallery of Hamilton, Winter
Exhibition,'64). His last show,
held at the Roberts Gallery in
December, mainly rich, warm themes
from Connemara and sketches from
the Maritimes, was a great success,
and sold out immediately.
During the last agonizing two and a
half months and five operations
while in hospital, surely one of
the most heart-warming things for
him, must have been the love and
devotion showered upon him by
Patricia and their three sons
and their wives.
I was moved to write to him about
ten days before he died on
December 22nd ...

-
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-drian:
How memory does unburden now my mind,
To fill the spacesof the decades since we met.
How falteringly, in Youth's impassioned way,
We spoke of the new found love,
And savoured the exploring of her form,
of her charms
Discovering in the infinitude
A second life,
Enlivening the first,
And lending reason to the genre of our being.
You, having marked the canvass
With so much energy, intensity
Infusing sureness into other's
And fellowship where there was
Heed now my call:

of your life
and warmth,
fumbling hands,
none,

shore
Rise up, and let us tread some distant
As we have often done,
That we may smell the sea, and muse with gulls,
And wonder at the plentitude of forms that feed our love.
Rise, rise dear friend, and wield again that brush,
Which made your mark so often in your life,
That we may wile, cajole and gladiate our mistress,
Our life's love, and mark together, yet apart,
unmarked canvasses awaiting yet
The alchemy of mind, hand, soul and eye.

0Those

Hilton Hassell.
Dr. Clarence E.A.

Hassard

Our longtime and life member,
Clare Hassard, died on December 8th
last, after a month's illness, in
Sunnybrook Hospital at the age of
72. He had been a General Practitioner at Roehampton and Yonge
Streets for nearly forty-five years
and until poor health plagued him
in recent years, he had been a
regular attendant at both our monthly dinners and the Boar's Head
festivities. His contributions to
18 framed
the Club were many -Christmas Dinner programmes which
displayed in the lounge several
years ago created much interest;
a number of worthwhile books for
the Library; a collection of medical
on phrenology for the
* slides
but not least,
Archives and last
a second grand piano.
To those who had the good fortune
to be seated beside Dr. Hassard at
or to meet him and
a club affair
his wife at an Eaton Travelogue, his

varied interests and conversation,
were most refreshing.
Survived by a son and daughter, and
his second wife Ethel, he will be
deeply missed.
Horace G. Walton ]all.
Club Member RAY CATTELL was elected
executive vice-president of the
Royal Canadian Academy at its General
Assembly on November 23rd, 1974.
Other A&L members elected to the
Council of the R.C.A. are Franklin
Arbuckle, Clare Dice, Christopher
Chapman, Alan Collier, Charles
Comfort and John deVisser.
The guest speaker at their annual
dinner was Dr. J.Tuzo Wilson, who
recently took up his duties as
director of the Ontario Science
Centre. Club members at the head
table were Don McGibbon, accompanying his wife, the LieutenantGovernor of Ontario, Ray Cattell,and
Marvin Gelber, president of the
Art Gallery of Ontario.

SWEENEY

TODD

Sweeney Toddy The Demon Barber
Of Elm Street, was presented at
the Club on Nov. 21, 22 and 23
under the able direction of Bob
Christie.
The aftermath has been appalling!
Barbers and restaurateurs are up in
arms about the loss of business and
Dr. Marvin Skullman has demanded an
inquiry into the meat pie industry
claiming that some suppliers are
using sub-standard ingredients.
Mr.
Harry Barberian, whose yard was the
scene of many of the nefarious
goings-on, disdains all connections
with them and states that he has
suffered more through them than
anyone. "No one orders anything but
salad and dessert now. My whole
reputation is at steak!" says he.
Whatever the final outcome may be
there can be no doubt that the
presentation provided ai hilarious
evening for all who saw it. The
cabaret-style arrangement of the
tables, complete with peanuts and
potato chips, set the right informal
note; the sets were ingenious, the
action went smoothly and the barber
chair actually worked! The music,
which made up in piety what it may
have lacked in originality, provided
an effective counterpoint to the
sinister events on stage even when
the words occasionally failed to
come through. Whatever it may have
been to the Victorians, to a modern
audience it is a farce and was
played as such.
As usual, the cast was drawn mainly from the vast reservoir of histrionic talent within the Club,
supported by four charming ladies,
Joanna Bersudsky, Jennifer Watts,
Jean Gill and Annie Thorn, and two
boys, David and Matthew Christie.
Cal Wilson in the title role had
the largest part. He and Annie Thorn
as Mrs 0 Lovett his accomplice, made
a fiendish enough pair to suit the
most ghoulish taste. Matthew
Christie, obviously a chip off the
old block, did an excellent job as
Todd's apprentice. Frank McKeown
and Jennifer Watts supplied the
love interest, kept apart through
most of the action by Todd's

machinations but finally reunited
to the discomfiture of that bibulous
old lecher Bill Shelden who had
aspirations of his own. Two more of
Todd's victims were played by Ed
Kasdan, who survived, and Jay
Manning who was too clever for his
own good and came to a bloody end.
(I wonder how that was managed?)
The other main supporting roles were
played by David Fry, John Ingram,
John Irwin as the unctuous keeper
of the mad house and Ted Brock as
the Judge in spite of whom Todd was
finally brought to justice.
William F.
*- -** ******

* -x

****
******

**

Haehnel,
---

*

x--
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George Patton replying to Elmer
Phillips from Worthirg England,writes:
"I congratulate you on presiding over
such an august body (scourge them
my dear sir with scorpions). You do
have my warmest interest... When I
g
heard that you are doing Sweeny ToddW
the Demon Barber with an 1890 setting, jolly good, and noone could be
'
trusted with the job than Bob
Christie. Thank God you have him in
the Club because He knows his iob
in all departments and in my opinion,
in any other community but Toronto
(the temple of mediocrity) he would
be acclaimed and trusted with
theatrical enterprises to the Great
Benefit of the Canadian Theatre Scene.
.. o a very clement actor (a rare gift),.
-X-, -X.-** * **
*,
- *

*****

**

******

***
-X

--

-**-**->
*

Before the thanks are complete
four club members must be noted,
for without their help Sweeney Todd
would have had an empty stage.
During the last weeks before the
show the third floor was the home
for Jack French, Worthy Jull and
Charlie Carter from morning to evening two or three days a week, and
as the day shift left, Al Rae
arrived to burn the midnight oil.
They left the Tuesday afternoon
before the show after helping to
complete 17 separate pieces of
scenery plus the Elm St. curtain.
Peter Wilch

-
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DONALD GRANT CREIGHTON
University of Toronto,

Nov.'27,1974 :

historian
name will
Canadian
cs-tudier

I present to you

tonight

the most eminent living

one of

graduates

of this University, Donald Grant
University, Donald Grant
of this
familiar
Creighton, whose name is
,o
j*
L
th
4tureas
the
who cherish
all Cnadians
Canadians
to al1

,
history of their country.Four years
ago a group of colleagues and former
students in the field of Canadian
history presented him with a
Festschrift entitled Character and
Circumstance,for in these words,as
he has said himself, do we find the
key to his approach to the study of
history. I think that "in character
and
in circumstance" we also find
and in circumstance" we also find
the key to Donald Creighton's own
life. No one who knows him will deny
he is a man of character. You
that
can see it in his countenance, you

can hear it

in

his voice,

from his books and
tell
it
know him well will testify

you can
those .whoy
that

know him well will testify that

throughout his career it has come
out in the robust and independent

d

needs no reminder. His
be remembered as long as
history continues to be
I-
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may
be challengedare(what
but his
not?)important
interpretations
interpretations are

not?)

but his

.
books have become part of our literatureas

did the works
did cn
the works
r E

of the great
of i theisoi
great

historian, to
century
English
nineteenth
I hasten
(although
T.B. Macaulay
add that I am not suggesting that
Donald is a Whig historian!).
Donald is a Whig historian!).
His superb mastery of the art of
biography is demonstrated in his
great life
of Sir John A.iacdonald,
ld
cona
o
g
but it
is not for me to comment on
i
in
o
me
to
t o
his peculiar contribution to the
writing of Canadian history.This has
already been done most perceptively
by Professor J.M.S. Careless,another
former student and colleague, in a
penetrating contribution to the
same
Festschrift. Professor Careless has
emphasized Donald Creighton's
extraordinary capacity for bringing
events long past to life
again by the
application of an informed imaginatioi
to the dry facts
drawn from documentdocument-

manner in which he has always
ary sources.
his deeply held convictexpressed
expressed his deeplyheld convictDonald Creighton's achievements as
ions. But Donald Creighton's
a Canadian historian
have already
character was moulded in the
been well recognized. To mention only "I
circumstance
of his birth
and
some of his honours, he has been
education. He was brought up in a
appointed a Companion of the Order of
home that cherished books, and was
Canada and has received two Governor
the son of a father whose indepenGeneral's awards,the Tyrrell Medal of
dence of mind and strong sense of
the Royal Society of Canada,the Canad 3
social responsibility made him a
Council's Molson Prize, honorary
great editor of the Christian
degrees beyond listing from other
Guardian. And later in marriage to
Canadian universities and a
Luella Bruce, who became an author
in her own right, he found the ideal University of Toronto...
Creighton may have had his
partner to share the burdens and the
triumphs of the long career that
lay differences with equally strong mindahead of him.
ed colleagues, but as a teacher
Most of Donald Creighton's mature
ofgraduate students, he
life has been spent in the shadow of especially
has no critics
of whom I know. I
this University which he entered asdoubt whether any other Canadian
a student at Victoria College in
historian has directed so many
successful doctoral theses and his
1921, and to which he returned as a
member of the Department of History
former students are now teaching
in 1927, after taking a second
Canadian history in most English
degree at Oxford. He retired some
speaking universities across
this
years ago...after a long career
country...His influence as a
which h a s b e e n succintly recounted
Canadian historian extends far
by Professor J.5. Moir, his former
beyond the books he has written and
student and later colleague, the
will be found in the class rooms of
editor of Character and Lircumstance,those men and women who were directed
in a biographical essay. Donald
by him...
Creighton's fame as a Canadian
J.B. Conacher (Prof. Hist.)

-
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John Bradshaw, pinch-hitting for
choice of fine art, communication and
Ralph Zimnmerman of the Factory Lab
design, or technological and
Theatre who 'flued out' on November
liberal arts.
14th, hit a homer.
What Dr. Pitt didn't tell us was
John led off with a barrage of
where the college goes from here.
jokes leading into a stimulating
He emphasized that he is an educator,
talk. (He used a joke from FRANKly
not an artist and I got from that
speaking. FRANK confessed he had
the impression that he feels it is
'borrowed' the story from John).
not his affair -the fire is out,
Urging us to grow our own fruit
he is leaving to resume his work at
and vegetables, Bradshaw warned us to
OISE. That problem is for others
get our catalogues and seeds early as
to resolve.
a 600% increase in home gardening is
Perhaps with luck we ma. all be
expected. We noted that more members
around for the third installment of
took more notes.
the continuing story of art and OCA!
John Irwin in his thanks suggested
As with his predecessor, the A.L
we tune in John B. at 10 a.m. on Satur-members listened with few questions
day to share in the results John I.
and none of their fame as a formihad imbibed from John B.'s tips.
dable audience in evidence. Frank
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On November 23rd two years ago,
Roy Ascott, then a new president of
tne untario LoLlege oT Art, spoke to
us at lunch about a 'conflagration'
of new ideas he was employing to
transform OCA into a "visual university". Today -Wednesday, November
20, 1974 -- the Club was pleased to
have his successor to lunch as another
of Chick Hendry's splendid series of
guest speakers.
Professor Clifford Pitt replaced
Mr, Ascott as head of the Art College
in September, 1972; now, he will return to the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education as its director
July, 1975.
Our guest began with a display of
his infectious good humour. He
acknowledged his staffs' varied reactions to his arrival by repeating
his favourite from their comments -"Bottomless has arrived!"
His job, of course, was to put out
the fire that Ascott had started and
which threatened to destroy the
school. That he was eminently successful is indicated by the abrupt
disappearance of the college from our
daily newspaper headlines and the
reduction of the school's deficit
from over $400,000 to less than a
third of that amount today.
His review of the present curriculum indicates a return to the preAscott days. The 'fare', now as then,
a foundation
defined -is clearly
year for all students leading to a

Arbuckle,

who

introduced

us

to

Roy

Ascott when he was Coordinator for
Speculation of Information (sic)
thanked our speaker.
Louis Hartley

PARKS TO LOVE and FOR LOVE

I

The Deity fared well at the November 29 monthly dinner. The esoterically-learned John Wevers said
grace in classical Hebrew,a language
presumably intelligible to God if not
to the diners. And our guest speaker,
T.W. Thompson,Metro Parks Commissioner,wound up his informal address with
a moving Wordsworthian acknowledge ment of the Presence he senses in the
microcosm and macrocosm.
The sixty members attending also
fared well: good roast beef and all
the trimmings before and during.
Bartenders were Jay Manning, Gordon
Carrington, Charles Carter and
Worthington Jull.
President Elmer Phillips was in
the Chair. The visual arts were
strongly represented and rot only
by Walter Coucill's impressive exhibit in the Great Hall and lounge.
For among the members present were
Walter Coucill, Eric Arthur, A.J.
Casson, Alan Collier, C.A.G.
Matthews, Bruce Brown (a new
architect member).
Tommy Thompson,introduced by John
Cozens, convener of th- monthly
dinner, confessed right off the bat
that his native Toronto was "the
greatest city I've ever seen".

- 7 *
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ie said a park should be "a simple
place to play", but no swings, no
swimming pools. A place where people
could express themselves even in
love-making "if you're subtle enough
to go to the right
corner". A place
"to find something you'll
come
to love, a place to wc.lk among its
trees,
to lift
stones out of a
creek".
His condemnation of insecticides
as diabolical
brought nods of
approval, especially from I.B. Lucas.
"We hav- to learn to live and let
live
-- and let die".
Playgrounds are failures because
they are safe; there's no opportunity
to experience fear".
Mr. Thompson had high praise for
the concept of the new 700 acre zoo
which may be, within ten years, "the
greatest zoo in the world". He had
no praise for the Ontario Science
Centre which displays the fabrication of a Coca-Cola bottle in
steel and "pays little attention to
the most significant process in
nature, photosynthesis".
Thomas J. Allen

THE 66th ,NNUAL CHRISTMAS FEAST
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27th, 1974

^

The Boar's Head Procession swept
up the aisle of the Great Hall between the tables crowded with gaily
tauarded members. The handsome
medieval banners beautifully designed and artistically executed by the
Art Section of the Heliconian Club
and graciously loaned through the
kindness of our good friend,
President Joanne Bersudsky, complemented our heraldic panels and the
Club Crest above the stage.
The President and his Executive
were grouped on the stage with M. C.
John Irwin at the ready. They had
already been escorted to their place
of honour in their own procession by
the Jester Shelden, Wardens Pincoe
and Doucet, Sergeant-at-arms Prior,
who preceded Marshal Collier
and his
Grace
Latin
A
colourful retinue.
was pronounced by Chaplain Wevers
and Seven Singers led by Paul
Sweetman burst into carols as the
soup was served. A well-phrased

scriptural reading by Gary Hall and
John Wevers was followed by a lovely
reading of A Child's Christmas in
Wales, by Job Christie. More carols
from the choir rang out, led by John
Cozens with Reginald Godden at the
piano. Cantor Harry Laude sang a
heart ballad, The Roast Jeef of Old
England, while Harry Rarberian
carved the joint monsterously w•ell
and we equally enjoyed both.
President Phillips
welcomed our
distinguished guests, road rogrets
and introduced President i{aurice
Thompson of .jt.
George's Socie y.
We listened
and exploded into cheers
when he gave us the glad tidings
that a new lease would be signed.
More carols and then a lively
reading by Bill Shelden and Ted
Brock of early Christmases. Jack
Prior completely mystified us by
explaining his magic tricks. An
amazing and witty impersonation of
Don Harron as Charlie Farquharson
by Norman McMurrich made us hope
for a confrontation between these
-wo.

We will long remember the wave of
feeling that engulfed us all, w en
Chuck Matthews, enjoying his fiftyfifth consecutive dinner, showed
and identified old friends at AcL
Christmases on the many beautiful
slides he had taken and collected.
The New Order of Good Cheer is
impossible without extensive and
time consuming organization. To
Sandy Stewart and his Committee ably
abetted by so many anonymous volunteers go our thanks for a wonderful
Feast.
As we left
we were each presented,
through John Weatherseed's generosity, with a copy of his very
attractive 1975 Appointment Book
guaranteed to help us all attend
Club functions.
venessessmannesseness;

-:X
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ARS LONGA
A beautiful and deeply moving tribute to
Adrian Dingle has been written for this
issue by one of his greatest friends,
Hilton Has sell.

The recent exhibition of Artist's Choice
at Roberts Gallery gave a stimulating
cross-section of contemporary Canadian
art that communicates with sincerity.

We shall not try to emulate it here,
because all of us, in our own way,
re me mber Adrian and his many acts of
kindne s s.

The Merton Gallery has been enlarged
and provides a handsome showcase for
many fine talents.
Famed artist and
Club member, MacKay Houston has
long been identified in a proprietory
way with this gallery. Be sure to visit
it in the near future.

Members remember the superb
retrospective exhibition of his work
held at the Club a few years ago.
They
recall how Adrian discussed his work
and his philosophy and freely answered
questions about his innovative technical
approaches to a new medium.
A true gentleman, who should have been
spared to paint for many years to come,
he set an example of artistic dedication
for all of us.
Adrian Dingle's exhibition at Roberts
Gallery showed a creative spirit that
was triumphant in spite of mortal pain
and suffering.
A few months ago the editor of the
superb Monthly Letter of The Royal
Bank of Canada concluded his article
"What Use is Art? " with this comment:
"Appreciation of art releases us from
claustrophobia and gives us a wider outlook. It helps us to rise above life's
trivialities and to subdue its turbulence.
Its purpose is not to help us escape from
life but to enter into a larger life. "
By attending galleries you enter into
visual and intellectual communication
with the artist s... men and women
speaking to us in a universal language
from the distant past to the immediate
present.
Dr. Casson opened an exhibition of
Canadian Impressionism at the AGO.
If you don't have time to visit galleries
try to get over to the AGO from time to
time.

R. York Wilson is the subject of a
handsome retrospective touring several
major cultural centres.
Recent shows at the Club have included a
versatile exhibition of the works of
Walter Coucill, ranging in subject
matter from Jamaica to rural Ontario
Walter
and from Hamilton to Calgary.
keeps detail subservient to composition,
yet interesting facts are there to see on
close inspection. He knows how to work
hard, but his style shows only the
happiness without the labour.
Club member Richard Brown did thirty
The
handsome drawings for the CNR.
Nelles,
Ed
by
originals were purchased
who kindly brought them to the Club for
all to see. The ten old stations, ten
handsome old private railway cars and
ten old diesels created so much interest
that it took hours to hang them because
so many railway buffs besieged the
artist with questions.
By the time you read this, John
McLean's paintings should be on the
wall. He's a long-time Club Member,
who has painted for years while being
an advertising executive at Kodak. He's
studied with a Group of Seven member
and has developed a designed approach
that certainly far transcends Sunday
painting.
John A. Morrow
John A.

Morrow

THE
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LIBRARY

THE ARCHIVES

A new book in our library is The
Treasury Of Great Canadian Humour
edited by Alan Walker. There may be
those who feel that the latter half
of the title is self-contradictory,
but for those who don't here is a
remarkably thorough collection of
Canadian humour. It covers the work
of 66 authors in more than 90 pieces
culled from over 300 books and
hundreds of newspaper and magazine
articles. For some really risible
writing, read and relish this
treasury. Toronto, The Way We Were
is a further collection of photos
( this time with short articles )
about Toronto of old. The compiler
Mike Filey has included comparison
pictures taken in 1974 to show
changes wrought since the original
photos, dated as far back as 1868,
were taken.
XXX
Dr.
Clare Hassard was a
The late
thoughtful contributor to our
library and so the Executive Committee decided that a book should be
purchased and suitably inscribed to
commemorate his memory. As he was
interested in music The Larousse
Encyclopedia Of Music was chosen.
The English language edition was
first published in 1971 and was reprinted in 1974. This comprehensive
reference work contains over 700
illustrations.
Wentworth Walker has given a copy
of the current A.G.O. catalogue
entitled Sir Edmund Walker - Print
Collector, Irma Coucill has inscribed and donated a copy of The Journal
Men; Irma's drawings illustrate this
story of three great Canadian newspapermen: P.D. Ross, E. Norman Smith
and Grattan O'Leary. A trade with
Leon Katz provided us with a copy of
Of Royalty To Canada which is
Visits
a booklet written by C.W. Jefferys,
illustrated by A.J. Casson, and produced for the North American Life Co.
in 1939. Both Lou Hartley and Ted
Brock have contributed the first
issue of two new local periodicals:
Lou has given The Yonge St, Reporter,
and Ted has given Like It Is, a
quarterly published by Student
Enterprises.
X X X

Recently the archives were used
to display some of the work of
Walter Coucill. At the moment the
cases are resting, but this by no
means is to be taken to reflect a
diminution of archival work in the
Club, For instance, time has recently been devoted to assisting researchers doing work on the forthcoming Encyclopedia of Music In
Canada. Also, thanks to the work of
Charles Carter and Worthington Jull,
a great many articles and clippings
collected over a number of years
have been filed alphabetically
between those connected with current
and ex members. But the major work
being undertaken at present relates
to the further cataloguing of the
Club's collection of 35 mm slides.
X X X
A.J. Casson has given two items
obtained from the daughter of Frank
Carmichael; these are copies of a
Christmas dinner programme executed
by Carmichael in 1937. Philip Clark
has given a newspaper clipping from
the Globe & Mail of March 1955
which refers to the visit to the
Club by Rupert Brooke in 1913. Van
Snell has given two programmes of
MacMillan concerts, and two
programmes of Club Spring Revues.
X X X
MEETING
JOHN

NEW MEMBERS

ENNIS

is a man of many parts.
He is a successful film director
and producer (is executive producer,
Independent Film Artists Ltd.).He
has had a successful business career
developing real estate and building
apartments in Toronto (an experience
Club directors may note in future
planning). John Ennis represents
considerable experience in archi tecture and related arts, such as
decorative paintings. And if you
want to know more about the art of
karate or what and how to collect
bronzes, see John at lunch.
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597-0223

"Why do I keep the Royal Alexandra
Theatre open,"asked Edwin Mirvish as
he launched into a spirited
attack on
the Toronto critics,
on February 24th0
The world premiere of SUGAR AND
SPICE, a controversial shocker
wriftten by 'th
son of Groucho Marx
and based on the California Manson
murders, drew a viciously dea stating attack from a critic.
Critics,
usually, have never managed a theatre
nor written, produced or directed an
important play, he told us."Yet these
critics
receive free tickets, much

against my wishes,

because the

producers and stars
to death of them ."

are scar d
. .

"I

welcome complaints and critic-

isms particularly from the patrons
who buy the tickets,
for without
*them
there would be no theatre."
Ed believes he, an unsubsidized
inRdividual, has employed more

Canadian

talent

in

the theatre than

any other person. He Citsd Doug
Henning's MAGIC SHO , now a Broadwa
smash hit, which began its starry
suess

at the Roy a

Alex,

(Sid

Johnson and Ja-k Prior helped and
enco~ uraged .. Doug as a boy and belier
him to be Blackstone's peer),
"I keep "the Royal lexandra open

because I

njoy the excitement and

uncertainty of live theatre,"

Mirvish ended,
all

As he ended~a commotion drew us

to the fiont door,

There on th~

sidewalk - in the rain - three
lovely pickets marched in circles,
Each bo r
a sign which re d:
"UNFAIR TO SPEAKER'S WIVES"
A singular speaker with plural
wives? (Honest, Ed, we just
couldn
resist
that wayward apostrophe,.
Those pesky gremlinas
Wa know,)

J

- 2 PRIVATE LIVES

his life in Toronto. There is an
excellent article on the man and his
The members were given a pleasant
work in the September issue of "The
Canadian Composer"(number 93).
surprise at lunch on January 22nd
when the Club was visited by five
Godfrey describes himself as a
members of the company presenting
"conservative" composer, drawing
Noel Coward's "Private Lives" at
only those factors from conthe Hoyal Alex. In spite of the lack
temporary practice that interest
of advance publicity, there was a
him. Some of the rhythm in his newvery good attendance and many members est work has its origin in jazz. The
had the opportunity of chatting
piano (played by George Brough) is
informally with the visitors before
given both solo parts and the basso
and during lunch.
continuo part which forms the
foundation of the first and last
There was no formal program but
after lunch the visitors were
movements. The piano is silent
introduced by Paul Mills, who
through the dirge-like slow middle
arranged the luncheon, and is a life
movement. The slow middle movement
is mainly a dialogue between solo
long family friend of one of them,
violin (Victor Martin) and solo
Remak Ramsay. The others attending
were Niki Flacks, Marie Tommon,
cello (Nelson Dempster). Both
Charlotte Taylor and John Standing,
soloists are members of the Club,
and they played their parts with
the leading man. The leading lady,
obvious enjoyment. The score for
Maggie Smith was unfortunately not
able to be present which was, I am
strings shows a fine understanding
of the technical resources of the
sure, deplored by all. Messrs Ramsay
instruments. This new work is a
and Standing and Miss Flacks
welcome addition to the Canadian
responded briefly and the meeting
literature for chamber groups.
broke up with a spirited rendition
It should be recorded again
of "I'll See You Again" by the
that The Chamber Players have been
entire gathering with Jack Yocom
at the piano.
associated with the Club since
Bill Haehnel
their formation in 1968. They
rehearse here Sunday mornings
through the season. In return they
provided us with music for
have
THE CHAMBER PLAYERS OF TORONTO
our hall is nearly ideal.
which
gave a concert for members and their
of the Club were asked to
Members
dinner at the Club on
guests after
form their board of directors when
January the fifteenth. Three
it became apparent that this was
compositions were presented.
essential for their development.
The members of the Club who are or
1. Albinoni(b.1671)-Sinfonia in G
Major.
who have been active as directors
are: Richard Blue, lan Cameron,
2. Ridout(b.1918)-Concerto Grosso.
Nelson Dempster, Donald Fraser,
3. Respighi(b.1879)-Suite of
Ancient Dances No. 3.
Meredith Glassco, John McDougall,
Harvey Perrin and Van Snell (also
The Albinoni Sinfonia is a typical
(eighteenth
Mrs. Snell was the first president).
work of the baroque
and
Respighi
The regular public subscription
The
period.
century)
concerts of the Chamber Players are
the Ridout are both modern works
given in the Walter Hall of the
written for strings in this century.
faculty of music in the Edward
The Concerto Grosso by Godfrey
Johnson Building of the University
Ridout was commissioned by The
of Toronto.
Chamber Players and composed in 1974
f. Van V. Snell,
with a grant from the Canada Council.
public
first
its
This was
performance.
A record price - $45,000. was paid
Godfrey Ridout is a former member
for Lawren Harris' Lake Superior.
of the Club and has spent most of
What price our Heritage
Collection ?!!

4
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Bill Withrow came to lunch on
Toronto.
Tuesday, Jan. 14, 1975 to talk to
Widening the scope of the Galler y
us about the Art Gallery of Ontario,
would help to relieve that
in another of Chick Hendry's popular
"claustrophobia of Ontario artists"
and exciting series of luncheons at
referred to by critic Bob Fulford i n
the Club. Subsequent executive cornthe Toronto Star. Also, Bill said,
mittees should draft Chick to be our
it would serve the need for a
permanent MC of what have become
greater scope in cultural activity
highlights in our Club activities!
in Ontario, called for by MLA
Bill was one of Arthur Lismer's
Margaret Birch in her introduction
famous "cushion brigade" -one of
to the second reading of the Bill
132 at Saturday morning classes at
for the Gallery Expansion.
the then Toronto Art Gallery; an
One of our larger audiences
association that finally led him from indicated the Club's great interest
head of the Art Department at Earl
in art gallery affairs, pursuing
Haig Collegiate to the AGO directorour guest with a lively series of
ship in 1961. Along the way, he
questions. Arthur Gelber, standing
acquired his bachelor and master of
up for brother Marvin to thank our
arts,a master of education, and sub- speaker, demonstrated that a devote e
sequently the 1967 Centennial Medal.
to one of the livelier arts, can
He began his talk about the Gallery take a keen interest in the affairs
by telling us its 5000-odd paintings of a sister muse.
are owned by its members in a nonLouis Hartley.
profit corporation headed by a 27*aY*_^^^**^****
person board of government. Presently
they are directing an expansion
MEETING NEW MEMBERS
budget with grants of $12,700,000.,
plus an additional $5.25M raised from WILLIAM BRUCE DENDY
the public. They provide facilities
is a young (26)
such as those of food and drink, with accomplished architectural historiai
n,
a strong community flavour as well as Among other works, he is writing
a picture loan service to artists
chapters of the Concise History of
"second to none in quality". Bill
Architecture in Canada, to be pubproudly compares the Gallery's
lished by the U of T Press next
contents to the best in the
August (may we see reference to our
Louvre or the Prado.
beloved Great Hall?). With degrees
Now they have begun the second
in history (Toronto) and fine arts
stage of expansion -- a further
(Cambridge), he is an adornment to
50,000 square feet, 19,000 of which
the Toronto Historical Board. His
will be new .galleries° Bill looks to interests in photography, textiles,
uniting the library on the site and
ceramics, engravings, posters and
an expanded extension department
literary criticism will find
staffed by 35 or 40 members, with a
kindred spirits
in the A&L.
specially-sized
suite
of galleries
JOHN FRASER JULL
paintings.
for Canadian historical
He envisions a thoroughly profesBA (Hons), MA, B.Ed.,
is a non-resident member who teaches
sional Canadian staff trained in a
museology course that leads, by way languages in Simcoe, Ont. He is also
an accomplished musician. He was
of an internship, to a master's
degree; an apprenticeship in the
organist and choirmaster (amongst
craft of conservation; plus the
other places) of Holy Trinity
Cathedral, Quebec City. He has
building of a collection that will
extensive experience in piano
revalue the aims of the gallery -accompaniment, including reviewed
perhaps in Eskimo sculpture, or in
architecture, design or photography.concerts. There is another reason to
welcome John. He joins the select
In aeneral. he looks to a future
group of fathers and sons who are on
that will provide a better service
our membership roll. Congratulations
to the Gallery's constituents and
to father J. Worthington Jull.
to those outside of Metropolitan

- 4 The speaker at our January 31st
dinner was Hans D. Birk a founding
Director of the Heraldry Society of
Canada, and a heraldic researcher,
artist and photographer. He was
recently appointed Heraldic Consultant to the Public Archives of Canada
to record the Arms brought to Canada
by people from other countries.
As John Cozens said when introducing Mr. Birk, there has been a tendency in recent -years to deprecate
the use of a Coat of Arms, calling
it a form of snobbery.'Tis a pity.
Mr. Birk took us on a heraldic
tour of Britain, and then to the
continent, particularly Germany,
where armorial art has long flourished, to show us how distinguishing
symbols have been used throughout
all of history by tribes, chieftains
and families. We learned, however,
that true heraldry began in western
Europe, and by the 13th century
began to appear on the shields of
British nobles and knights. As the
speaker explained, when fully armed,
one galloping knight was like
another, and Arms painted on breast
plates helped to identify friend and
foe. Colour transparencies taken by
Mr. Birk showed that Arms were also
carved in stone, wood and brass, and
often decorated the tombs of the
dead and the houses of the living.
No general register of Arms was
maintained in the early days, but we
were shown records of jousting tournaments which illustrated Arms in
full colour and in great number,
Mr. Birk is to be thanked for
giving the memoers in attendance an
illuminating insight into the
history and beauty of heraldry. As
well, he left us with a new
appreciation of the Decorative Arms
that grace our Great Hall. These
were designed and executed by Scott
Carter and J.E.H. MacDonald on the
occasion of the Club's move to Elm
Street in the Fall of 1920. Those
chosen to be honoured in this
fashion were the members of the
Executive Committee, and it is
believed that the Arms were hung for
the official opening dinner at that
time. The Arms were restored in more
recent years by Bob Hubbard.
Howard Gerring.

On February 6th, Kenneth Jarvis,
Q.C., spoke to the Club at lunch.
Ken's vocation is Secretary of the@
Law Society of Upper Canada. His
avocation is being an outstanding
sculptor. He loves to study people.
Among the people he has sculpted
is Ross Macdonald,Q.C., the former
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario. Ken
told me privately that there is a
copy of the head of Mr. Macdonald
in the Canadian National Institute
for the Blind at Brantford. Ken
said that the blind people feel the
bust in order to get an impression
of a face.
The other people he has sculpted
are: Joanne Harris, grand-daughter
of the lawyer Joseph Sedgwick,Q.C.,
he captured the evanescent whimsical
beauty of a young girl; Professor
Gerald LeDain, former Dean of Osgoode
Hall and Chairman of the Federal
Commission on the non-medical use of
drugs; Colonel Cecil Merritt, V.C.,
winner of the Victoria Cross at
Dieppe, the strength and determination were dominant features; Air
Commodore A. Dwight Ross; Madame
Chauvin (Ken mentioned that this
was his only subject who fell asleep
while being sculpted); Andrew Lawson,
Q.C.,Director of Legal Aid; Arthur
Heeney, architect in charge of
renovations for Osgoode Hall; Mrs.
Patsy Howland, wife of Mr. Justice
William Howland; Samuel Chapman,
head of Education of North York; the
Honourable Mr. Justice Martin. Mr.
Justice Martin is one of the finest
legal minds in Canada. Ken mentioned
Arthur Martin's famous definition of,
"What is a just act?" He stated,"It
was like a hippopotamus, difficult
to define, but I know one when I see
one". And Dr. Glen Sawyer, retired
as Surgeon and Secretary-General of
the Medical Association. Dr. Sawyer
has enrolled as a law student after
a lifetime as a distinguished
physician.
Ken also showed us his design of
the Treasurer's Medal of the Law
Society of Upper Canada, which hasp
an intricate symbolism of justice
and power and majesty of the law.
He also showed a slide of the Advocates Society Medal which he designed.

- 5 The last
slide
was of Mrs. John
Honsberger who has had a series of
unfortunate illnesses. Her strength
and determination in spite of
incredible adversity was evident.
Ken's works show a deep understanding, sympathy and love of the
human condition. They obviously
show a great sensitivity and a

glimpse through"the veil of reality",
This is

the noblest aim of the

sculptor's art.

'Edwin H. Kasden.
***********************************

Club Member, Peter Dalton, died
at the age of sixty-eight on
January 28th after a long and

unusually painful illness, borne
with a quiet fortitude that was
characteristic.
Peter joined the Club in 1965,

a

and lunched there as often as
possible which was not often enough,
for his fellow lunchers. He was a
shrewd observer of life and his
comments on the passing scene were
interestingly realistic without
being cynical. He had a good sense
of humour.
He was an honour graduate of

McGill University in Civil
Engineering. In 1940 he founded
Dalton Engineering and Construction Company Ltd., which will continue under the management of his
son, John. He was more interested
in the quality than the quantity
of construction.
He was a past-president of the
Toronto Construction Association,
the Canadian Construction
Association, the Ontario General
Contractors Association, and the
Bloor-Toronto Kiwanis Club: a
director of the Toronto Men's
Hostel; governor of George Brown
College; and a member of the
Engineering Institute of Canada and
the Association of Professional
Engineers.

*

He will be sadly missed by the
Club and particularly by his
fellow lunchers.
He leaves his wife, Anne,
daughter, Anne Castle, and son
Peter John.Charles A. Thompson.

It may be that many of our members
take for granted that, during the

year, we shall have on the walls,
showings

of the work of a number of

artists. These displays, whatever
the medium, be it water-colour, oils,
charcoal, crayon, prints or
sculptures bring to us, for our
pleasure and appreciation,
contemporary work of members and
others to a degree and in a manner
unavailable to the general public
unless they haunt the public
galleries. We are more highly
favoured since many of these works
are privately owned and only rarely
on public view.
A strong reminder of this is the
fine display of the work of fellow
member John McLean. Without attempting any amateur analysis of these
interesting and striking paintings,
it may be said that the range of
subjects, colours and treatments,
provokes our keenest admiration.
Modestly - too modestly - John
almost makes himself out to be
a Sunday painter.
We know of John's work as a
photographer, and if we had never
seen his colour slides we might not
have thought of him as an artist;
but we can now realize that his
innate artistry is displayed in at
least two media. We hope that on
another occasion we shall be shown
more of his work.
E.A.R. Newson.

It was a delight to have John

Coulter here at the Club last
January. John was brought back to
Ottawa to write dialogue andciattend
rehearsals of RIEL which The
National Arts Centre Theatre

Company played brilliantly. A great
Canadian play and an exciting and
gripping slice of Canadian history
read the reviews. Hurry back John.
We all miss you.
We look forward to seeing Jack

McLaren when he and the remaining

three Dumbells stage a final salute
to Lambert Lodge with DUMBELLS
REVISITED a CBC inspired production.
on May 3rd,
Our thanks to Bill
Shelden for
his exciting picture on page 1 and to
ADPAD STUDIOS LTD. for the print.

I
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Members who were fortunate enough
to be at the Club on Ladies' Night
on February 12th will long remember
the special lady who was its central
figure. Pauline McGibbon was at the
Club, not as a guest of her Club
member husband Don, but as the
representative of Her Royal Highness,
Queen Elizabeth II, as Lieutenant
Governor of the Province of Ontario.
Promptly at seven the gong sounded,
members took their places, after
which our guests together with those
assigned to the head table were led
into the hall by Her Honor's senior
aide and President Elmer Phillips.
After an elegant dinner, Ralph
Albrant introduced her to the Club,
and she told us about the duties of
her high office. As Lieutenant
Governor she must be constantly
available to the Government; in fact
she must obtain consent from the
Governor General before leaving the
province. There may have been the
lurking democrat scattered throughout the hall before she spoke;
there could have been none remaining
afterwards. If Pauline McGibbon
represents our form of government
we male chauvinists of the Arts and
Letters want more of it.
John Wevers.

The CN Tower is the largest
phallic symbol in the world and
they'd better be careful about
what they plant at its base said
someone at lunch on February 18th.
A relaxed David Simpson spoke to
us off the cuff,about his appointment as architect in charge of the
CN Tower design and erection. He
scribbled his first plans on the
back of an envelope as he drove by
the site on the Gardiner Expressway.
His trip around the world to reconnoitre its towers was beautifully
shown in his projected slides.
What part did OLGA the giant helicopter play in the affair ? She upstaged Pat Hume at the first
rehearsal of GIVE US LIBERTY, when
the entire cast left the stage to
watch her get her hooks into the
100 foot, 9,000 pound boom and
lower it.

Robert Johnston, Deputy Minister
of Labour, confessed he sneaked out
of his office at Queen's Park, to
avoid setting up a picket line in
front of the Club, when he spoke to
us on Strikes on February 26th.
It is a serious situation he
admitted and there were 332 strikes
involving 113,000 employees last
year. We have fewer wild cat strikes
than other countries. 24 Conciliation officers attempt to settle
contract differences. If they fail
mediation is used often by the same
conciliators.
A secret ballot and the nationalization of collective bargaining
would be helpful he thought.

For members of the Arts & Letters
March 5th was a Red Letter Day. That
evening was the Annual Al. Collier
Ladies' Night.
A capacity audience had the
privilege of seeing our land through
the eyes of a great artist and an
exceptionally intuitive man. Al.
commenced the evening by taking his
audience to the Island of Grand
Manan on the Bay of Fundy and showed
us the charm of white framed buildings with red roofs sitting in
fields of wild flowers and other
wild charmers such as the Haworths.
We were then transferred from
the east coast of Canada to the west
and Charlotte Islands. Here we found
a very different mood. We sensed the
brutality of the Rain Forest as it
relentlessly obliterated the
decaying remains of Indian life and
culture.
Al was introduced with considerable wit by John Secord and suitably
thanked by Cass, so that we had the
double pleasure of hearing from two
of Canada's foremost painters, which
harkens well for the Arts & Letters.
John North
FRANKly speaking:
•.
The little girl said when I grow up
I'm going to marry a doctor so I can
be sick for nothing and the other
little girl said when I grow up I'm
going to marry a minister so I can
be good for nothing.
0! O! O!

I
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Ray Cattell had an exceptionally fine
exhibition at the Gallery Moos.
He
received splendid reviews that praised
the lyrical quality of his paintings and
the titles that show his creativity with
words. His energy is boundless.
A
superb artist, he is talented in many
directions and all this is melded with
a career as President of a thriving
advertising company. Makes the rest
of us mortals tired to think of it.
He's
an exemplary family man too.

Everybody who attended the two great
evenings at which Dr. Casson presided
will recall the projected slides of his
handsome watercolours created in
England and Scotland. Never before
seen in public, these were painted when
Dr. Casson was accompanied by
Dr. Bruce Brown, a Club member who
as an architect has designed beautiful
ecclesiastical and university buildings.
As an artist, Dr. Brown has painted
many charming and lyrically descriptive
watercolours.
Dr. Casson selected a
number of these and they were exhibited
at the Club following a very well-attended
opening night when friends and members
came to view these paintings that were
not for sale at this, their first public
showing.

While these words are being written
the clock ticks towards the first hour
of the day that will welcome the
eagerly-awaited one -man show by Alan
Collier at Roberts Gallery. Alan's
exhibitions are as popular as his
informal illustrated lecture s at the
Club and both are always sell-outs.
Walk into almost any club or office of
significance and there will be a Collier
gracing the wall of board room or hall.

John McLean's exhibition had preceded
this one at the Club. His oils and the
black and white and colour sketches that
formed a basis for many of them were
greeted with over twenty red stickers on
opening night. People flowed in from the
advertising and marketing world as well
as from our Club. He has been working
quietly away for lo these many years and
his works created a new dimension for
John McLean.

Gordon Peters is nurturing his talents
up in the lovely rolling hills of
Caledon. The fresh breath of
inspiration wafts over his paintings as
he creates flowing watercolours and
oils that are exhibited widely and
recently at the Skelton Galleries in
Collingwood.

Tony Wilch had an exhibition at one of
the big banks downtown where his works
were rewarded with sales.

The Arts and Letters Club continues to
be well represented in the cultural
world by the many talented artists who
are members.

*

Paraskeva Clark's self-portrait, that
radiates personality and flair, was
reproduced in full-colour in TIME
magazine and in solo-billing in black
and white in The Financial Post where
Arnold Edinborough paid tribute to the
works of that ebullient little lady.

Kenneth Jarvis gave an excellent
pre sentation with fine example s of his
sculptural art at a Minds on the Move
Luncheon. He is a fine sculptor as well
as being a highly regarded professional
man in legal circles,.
John Sime gave a stimulating review of
the activities at his Three Schools and
discussed his philosophy of art education
at a members' night.

-
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THE LIBRARY
Rather than list any purchases,
the current space allotment will be
used to identify those members who
have really assisted in our
library's growth.
On the occasion of the January
monthly letter Chuck Matthews
undertook to raise $300. to purchase
a copy of the forthcoming limited
edition of Paul Duval's book
entitled A.J, Casson. Chuck did this
by offering, at modest prices, a
number of reproductions of Casson
drawings. The sum was quickly raised
and we are pleased to report that,
when the book is published later in
the year, we will receive copy no.
200. Many thanks to him and to
those who contributed to the
purchase of this valuable addition
to our library.
Wentworth Walker has given a
handsome gift: the two-volume boxed
set of Canadian Water Colours And
Drawings In The Royal Ontario
Museum. This comprehensive work was
prepared (and autographed) by Mary
Allodi. About 2200 entries refer to
the work of some 270 artists. The
430 illustrations have obviously
been reproduced with great care.
Charles Carter has donated an
uncut copy of the Rules and
Regulations of the Upper Canada
Club, which was founded in 1337 and
took quarters on King St. in
Toronto. Its stated purpose:"- to
promote social and friendly
intercourse among its members, and
the strangers admitted to its
privileges." Its entrance fee:
"ten pounds, Halifax currency."
X X X X X X X X X X X

XX

THE ARCHIVES
Chuck Matthews has given a large
number of items to the club
archives: photographs, press
clippings referring to members,
programmes, letters and catalogues;
in addition there are about 100 newspaper obituary notices relating to
deceased members. He also gave his

programme of the 50th anniversary
W
which contains the original
manuscript of the Constitution as
re-written by Healey Willan for use
on the front cover, together with a
photograph of - and letter from Healey.
A.J. Casson prepared for the Club,
a list identifying the locations of
the watercolours he painted during
his trip to Britain in 1961; the
list accompanies the 36 related
transparencies he has given to our
audio-visual archives. He has also
given a photograph of the late
E.C. Reid and a Christmas dinner
programme done by Scott Carter
in 1939.
At the February 12th Ladies Night
a charming talk was given by the
wife of Club member Don McGibbon.
(Now there's a genuine example of
Club chauvinism). A copy of the
talk by Her Honour was obtained.by
Elmer Phillips and given to aichives
That evening Jack Yocom passed alonP
a list of the 14 numbers he played
during dinner. If members who were
present and who go to the Spring
Revue this year feel they are
experiencing a couple of moments of
"deja entendu" they are not mistaken;
two numbers written by Jack for the
Revue (Liberty Belle and Precious
Baby) were provided during the
dinner for the Lieutenant Governor.
Ethel Wardropper has donated a
drawing of her late husband Jim, a
former treasurer and a past president
of the Club; the drawing was done by
Irma Coucill. Gordon Rice has given
photographs he took during the
Christmas Dinner, and during a work
session of the newly-formed sketch
class. Lou Hartley has obtained
photographs which were taken by The
Star and The Sun just as Ed Mirvish
left the Club, after giving a
luncheon speech, to find that his
wife and two card-carrying accomplices
were engaged in picketing.
a
Hunter Bishop.
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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BILL SHELDEN

Photos by Ron Vickers
GIVE US LIBERTY

Another Spring Revue has come and
gone and, while the present reviewer
can compare it with only a few of
recent years,he feels safe in saying
that this must be one of the best,
Under the title "Give Us Liberty" it
was produced by Stephen Langmead
assisted by John Ingram and
presented by a cast of twenty-two
under the direction of Pat Hume
assisted by Bob Christie.
While waiting for curtain time we
sat and admired Oxford McNeill's
decoration of the hall, including
six beautiful and provocative
banners which are well worth preserving, and sipped the beverages
provided by Virginia North's bevy
of attractive hostesess, Then Jack
Yocom and Wilf White struck up the
band, John Cozens waved his magic
wand and the show was on!

As usual we imported some charming
ladies to round out the cast and,
with all due respect to Cal Wilson,
I hope we continue this policy. This
year they were Morna Wales, who also
made her debut as the author of two
very amusing skits, "Why Can't the
English" and "Once More Into the
Breaches" (Breeches?); Norma Clark
and Jean Edwards, Morna, now in her
tenth year with us, and Norma,
almost as long, are veterans and we
hope they come back again and again.
(Incidently I wonder whether either
of them could explain the puzzling
question in the Anglican catechism:
"What is your name, M or N ?" )
Jean only in her second year
performed like a real trouper,
singing beautifully in spite of
a cold which bedevilled her

all week.

- 2 We hope she will have better luck
next year.
It is a pleasure to welcome back
another old friend, Sid Johnson,
whose two skits "Freedom of the
Press" and "Born Free" were highlights of the show. I don't know how
he collected all those headlines but
before he finished my sides were
aching from laughter.
The rest of the cast were old
friends and they were all good. The
skits were funny, the costumes by
Mike Schilder were elegant and
elaborate. John Snell's sets were
most ingenious (until I saw it
happening before my eyes I never
really believed that the Red Sea
opened for Moses) end the whole
thing rolled along under the watchful eye of Roly Pincoe who had done
it so often and so well.
Unfortunately space does not
permit discussing everything and I
must content myself with picking
out the following few of my own
personal favourites.
Brent Rowe and Cal Wilson in Wilf
White's "Comfort and Joy" where
their dead pan presentation was
perfect for his very funny words
set to a most familiar tune,
Gary Hall, Pat Hume and Ted Brock
with Morns Wales and Norma Clark in
"Ad Lib"(ABC, BBC, CBC etc.please
note the shape of things to come.)
Norm McMurrich, Gary Hall and
David Fry in "A Man's a Man", Norm's
tribute to the pride of Scotland.
(Did I detect a dangling participle?)
The opening ehorus "All Quiet On
The Liberation Front" in which our
genial bouncer Jack Prior bounced
right on to the stage to impersonate
that modern Joan of Arc, General
Charles Andre Joseph Marie de Gaulle.
"1776 and All That"with its elegant
costumes and George III Shelden
losing his Crown (on that historic
day the King of Sikim lost his.)
History might have been different
"Let My
if they had let us run it.
People Go" perhaps the most
impressive of the ensembles with
its costumes, scenery and choruses
and Norma Clark's amazing grasp of
minute anatomical detail.
In conclusion let us not forget
that host of behind (and in front

of) scene workers of all
sorts
without whom it could never have
happened. The script writers, the
scenery painters, the stage and
lighting crews, the ticket takers,
the bar tenders and, last but not
least, Gunther and Mrs. Schedemann
who, as always, gracefully accepted
the extra duties imposed upon them,
W.F.Haehnel.
The show ran April 14-19 and we
all
had a hell of a lot of fun.
Why did Henry Moore, possibly the
world's greatest living sculptor,
present the Ontario Art Gallery
with a major part of his works ?
John Parkin, the distinguished

Toronto architect was wittily
welcomed by Alan Collier on Friday
March 21 to give his story of this
extraordinary and outstanding
acquisition to Toronto and to Canada.
Eric Arthur began the story when
he rejected the first very ordinary
plans for Toronto's new City Hall.
A contest, the world's largest, was
instituted and over 500 architects
entered. Viljo Revell won that contest. Desiring a major sculptural
work to complement the City Hall he
approached Henry Moore. Moore suggested the Archer because he felt it
would best relate to the crowds of
people attracted by the building.
There was no allowance for art in
the estimates. An anonymous donor
gave $20,000.00. Mayor Phil Givens
aided by others raised the balance
but the Mayor lost his election.
The Archer was set up and Moore
came to Toronto and was pleased
with the result and his reception,
Henry Moore was to donate a major
part of his sculpture to the Tait
Gallery in London, England, on their

promise that a special gallery would
be set up to display it. Hearing of
this Torontonians approached Moore
with an offer to build a gallery to
house his collection. This would be
an extension of the Ontario Art
Gallery. He finally agreed and himself came to Toronto to help with
the gallery and superintend the
placing of his sculptures. He further
devised a new system of lighting
utilizing top light to bring his

works to life.
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In thanking our speaker Sid
Bersudsky pointed to the ladder
leaning against the stage behind
him. John Parkin's story is
beautifully illustrated by those
ladder steps he told us.
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a hypothetical watch, he led us without confusion along the path his free
discourse took. He was examining some
intellectual factors in our national
attitudes as these have changed over
the last fifty years, and was doing
so in the light of the experience of
young Donald Creighton.
In the beginning all was poverty
John Cozens in welcoming member
and earnestness. A young professor
Dr. John Tuzo Wilson to our,March
and his wife discovering Europe by
26th Monthly Dinner suggested that
bicycle, and back in Canada subsistwith a feature article by Wilson
ing on eighty-five dollars for six
appearing in the Toronto Star that
weeks until term-and salary-started
night and a TV appearance on Canada
again. Then forced by necessity, and
AM the following morning, an
by a growing fascination with the
introduction was superfluous.
subject, to turn away from Europe
That John was able to secure the
and examine our Canadian roots and
incredibly active and fast moving
our own history. Scenes from the past
Director General of the Ontario
sprang into view, and were contrasted
Science Centre was the crowning
with the present; the empty rooms in
achievement of the six Monthly
our National Archives where the
Dinners so well organized and
scholar began his work compared with
carried out by John in the past
the crowded conditions today when
year. The mystery is why; with such
Canadian history has become popular;
outstanding speakers, good food and
and blank irresolution of Canadian
conviviality promoted by free drinks, publishers, fifty years ago, then
there has not been a sellout for
mostly in serfdom to the British and
every one of these evenings.
American publishers for whom they
acted as agents, when faced with the
Tuzo Wilson gave us a revealing
outline of CONTINENTAL DRIFT, his
prospect of commissioning a young
unknown Canadian author to write a
single-minded project which he has
book on Canada, It was an American
pursued against all opposition to
publisher who published Creighton's
its acceptance. His fascinating talk
his
by
first book, Dominion of the North,
was beautifully illustrated
movie.
a
and
and launched our historian on his
own colourful slides
of
coverage
spread
wide
course to international fame,
With such
it
it,
given
This was all most elegantly and
the subject as he has
to
try
to
modestly done. The note was elegiac.
would be presumptious
space.
limited
our
We have all come a long way in fifty
in
it
cover
years, and this historian could
Suffice it to say as Stephen
thanks,
his
in
admirably present the gains and
said
Langmead
losses in what was for his listeners
"this has been a memorable evening."
a fascinating autobiographical aperqu.
There was something entirely suitable
to the occasion in that the few words
of appreciation expressed at the end
Donald Creighton, introduced
should have come from a professor of
wittily and with admirable brevity
science, John Abrams, acknowledging
by Chick Hendry, was the guest
gracefully on behalf of us all the
speaker at lunch on March 27th.
indivisibility of culture.
Donald Creighton is a Canadian
institution and those privileged
*
* *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* **
to hear "Some Reminiscences of an
Historian" could see the institution
We sadly record the death of four
that day in full working order.
members: Merrill Denison, Alex
With no visible notes, no spur to
Fleming, George Patton and Stuart
memory other than that provided by
Williams. Their obituaries will
a probing finger searching an
appear in our next issue.
elegant waistcoat pocket for

- 4 BILL GLASSCO
Another of Chick Hendry's highly
successful "Minds On The Move"
luncheons took place on April 1
when the guest speaker was Bill
Glassco, director of the Tarragon
Theatre and nephew of club member
Meredith Glassco who came down from
Peterborough for the event.
After stints at Princeton and
Oxford he came to Victoria College
Toronto for a Ph.D. in English and
a period on staff. Abandoning the
academic world he joined the
Factory Theatre Lab, and did
summer stock at Jacksmn's Point
before starting the Tarragon
Theatre. His talk centred on the
trials and tribulations, both
financial and artistic, which
attend such a venture,
The financial problems are so
familiar as to need no elaboration
except to say that they were prevented from wrecking the enterprise
in its first year by one highly successful presentation- "Leaving Home"
The main artistic problem was to establish a governing policy. As an
experimental theatre in Toronto it
is natural that the first emphasis
should be on Canadian plays, However, this is not enough - the plays
must also be interesting and, to
decide that, Dr. Glassco relies on
his own judgement. The success of
the project is a tribute to that
judgement and to the policy he
established.
Another peculiarly Canadian
problem arises from the two main
cultures, French and English, which
undoubtedly have different points of
view, as well as other things. However,this has not proven as difficult as might have been expected and
at least one Quebec playwright,
Michel Tremblay, has been very successful here, much to his own amazement. The policy of presenting
Canadian plays will of course be
continued - James Reaney's trilogy
is already planned- but Dr.Glassco
looks forward to being able to present Northern European plays in
Enolish translations.
In conclusion he said that one of
the biggest problems is what some-

one called "The Canadian National
Inhibition," that lack of confidence
in our own judgement which keeps us
from expressing our own opinions for
fear of being wrong. Only after we
have overcome this unfortunate
characteristic, will our artistic
endeavours receive the support they
should, and he hopes that the
Tarragon Theatre may be contributing
to the achievement of this happy
W.F. Haehnel
condition.
A&L SKETCH PAD
Jan.14-23 persons @1.00-23.00
8.00
=15.00
Model fee
2.00=46.00
Jan.21-23 persons
=15.00 31.00
Model fee
and so it went - tuesday after tuesday - interrupted only by the club
spring show. The group's final session on June 3rd recorded a total of
forty-eight persons listed as having
attended from five to twenty sessions
during the five months. Club and non
Club members; young and middle-aged;
male and female, enthusiastically
profited by the inspired guidance of
Charles Hilder, who personally
selected and programmed the models,
(all students of the dance,)the
lights and the music. I think Charles
was inspired by "Kepes", who, and I
quote, said:
We live in the midst of a whirlwind
of light qualities. From this
whirling confusion we build unified
entities, those forms of experience
called visual images. To perceive
an image is to participate in a
forming process; it is a creative
act.
No better evidence of Charles's
direction could be better illustrated
than the show of one minute and five
minute sketches of the divine form

that were stapled to our walls this

spring. I believe that our respected
legal and art pundit, seated facing
the east wall during his lunch of a
rosy apple, aphorised; and I quote:
For every model who has curves,
there are a dozen artists who have
the anglesi An astute summation.
Thank you Frank.
And so on to this fall. We are
planning for a wider programme and
hope to add painting and photography.
Rob Cumine.

*

Josephine Baker's death brought
back memories to Jack Yocom of a
never to be forgotten concert in
which he accompanied the great
entertainer. Here is the story as
told by Lotta Dempsey in About
Town on April 5th, 1972.
"It's 28 years since the day
Torontonian Jack Yocom was called
upon, without notice, to accompany
famed singer Josephine Baker at
the piano.
Neither the ageless entertaineronce the toast of Paris and now at
the Royal York's Imperial Roomnor the Gulf Oil public relations
manager is apt to forget the
occasion,

Tonight they'll renew for the
first time memories of that Oct.8
party in the officers' mess in
Brussels, to celebrate the
liberation of the beautiful Belgian
city from the Nazis a few weeks

earlier.

*

V

5 During the run of the Spring Revue
Frank McKeown just made it in time
for the opening chorus. He had just
been presented with a handsome
plaque as Editor of the bright and
breezy East York Rag, at the Royal
is amusingly and
York. This letter
well illustrated by Frank which
unique flavour.
gives it its
The East York Chapter whose
has won many
publication it is,
Canadian and international trophies
for barber shop singing. By utilizof its
ing the various skills
Harmony
members it has built itself
Hall a very handsome clubhouse.
Moreover these Barber Shoppers
have,with their fellow Chapters,

donated over a million dollars,

with Ontario, the only Canadian
District contributing one hundred
thousand to aid children with
speech difficulties.
Frank is just completing a
portrait of every Chapter member
which will be published in a book,
with the originals being probably
displayed in Harmony Hall.

Miss Baker had performed at a
troop show, with Noel Coward. Afterwards, she was asked to join a mesa
party for RAF and army officers and
CONGRATULATIONS to Cblonel Frank
Belgian civilians. When they asked
from
McEachren on being named a Member
her to sing, her accompanist
found.
be
of the Order of Canada. He joins the
the earlier show could not
distinguished group of A&L members
Yocom, a young intelligence
Force
Air
who have been honoured for
officer at 2nd Tactical
outstanding service to the nation.
Headquarters and a talented
**n**** ****e*******nee
**
musician was drafted to accompany her,
She had no music. Together they went
On Saturday May 10, 31 A&L members
into an adjutant's office(carrying
their wives travelled to the
and
Miss
their champagne glasses) and
Canadian Collection at
McMichael
mostly
Baker hummed 10 or 12 songs,
It was a perfect day - one
Kleinburg.
notes,
jotted
Jack
French, while
summery days without a
first
the
of
pitch,
and
mostly about key
sky.
the
in
cloud
The performance went off to cheers,
to a delicious
treated
were
We
about
group
the
told
and the artist
wing, which
new
the
in
luncheon
then
hum-through;
the impromptu
hall and a
entrance
grand
a
houses
man's
Toronto
the
of
having learned
lunch
After
downstairs.
room
dining
Paul
home,
back
15-month old twins
through
walk
to
fascinating
was
it
of
one
dedicated
she
and John Jr.,
her signature songs, J'ai Deux Amours the collection with members like
(Two Loves Have I) to the boys, auto-Chuck Matthews who, in addition to
donating many pictures from his own
graphing a snapshot Jack had just
collection was able to point out the
the
of
Helen
wife
received from
first picture that Bob McMichael ever
babies."
bought - a Lismer that he paid $45.00
of
We understand the life
a month for on the installment plan.
into
Josephine Baker is to be made
A pleasant day for which we were
story
Yocom
the
Will
a movie.
very grateful to the Collection staff.
?
it
be in
F.W. (Ted) Brock.
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Dr. Charles Peaker paid an
affectionate and moving tribute to
his old friend and teacher, Sir
Ernest MacMillan, which he spiced
with dashes of wit and humour that
captivated his audience. A memorable
portrait was painted for us at lunch
on April 11th that will long remain
in our memories.
A shining, white bearded Knight without armor or need of it - a
musician's musician who played for
love of the people - he was a man
take him for all and all, and we
shall not see his like. Charlie
believes he was the greatest
musician this country has seen.
Chuck Matthews in thanking our
speaker told us that after both
had joined the Club in 1931-32, he
had served under Sir Ernest and had
found him to be the finest
administrator of them all.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ivor Lewis's life size sculpture
of Timothy Eaton will be enshrined
in a fitting location in the new
Eaton Centre now rising to our
immediate south, Donald Maclellan
reassured us at the monthly dinner
following our Annual Meeting on
May 22nd, 1975.
Now Operating Service Manager for
Ontario, Donald had planned Eatons
first venture into a shopping
centre at Oshawa in 1954-56. A
great number of plannings later he
became Project Manager, Eaton
Centre, Toronto, in 1975.
With a wealth of inside knowledge
lightened with amusing anecdotes and
illustrated by coloured slides,Don
gave us the inside dope on this
greatest of all Eaton projects.
Walter Prendergast in thanking Don
told of Don's inspection as a very
young man of the operation of
horse collar stuffing. The old man
who had been stuffing for forty
arsc
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Professor Kirk Wipper 6f. the
yon
..
B..
young S.O.B.
School of Physical and Health
* *
* * * .*
* *
Education is a former student of
Chick Hendry who introduced him.
John Coulter dropped into the Club
Kirk has founded the Kandelore
for lunch on his way from Ireland
International Museum of Canoes and
to spend the summer in Muskoka. John
Kayaks, 20 miles north of Minden in
was much exercised by a 3,000 word
Haliburton and he told us of his
story entitled "The Forgotten Man,
single-minded project at lunch on
John Coulter, Dean of Canadian PlayApril 24th.
wrights" in which he had found 34
A canoe is to Canada what the
errors. He had written immediately
covered wagon is to the United
pointing them out but was not too
States and the white man adopted it
soon after his arrival. Kirk founded hopeful from past experience of
having them all corrected. Among
his museum because the canoe is an
them was one stating that he was
important element in our culture
which must be given its proper home. responsible for the formation of
the A&L Club. What would John Irwin
In an age of crisis some symbols of
say to that, he shuddered.
romance and stability are needed,
He has collected all types of canoes, Obviously John was not amused.
kayaks and comparative craft from
Canada

and from abroad.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

We notice a number of members
He and his supporters have personsporting the new wide Club Tie.
ally financed the venture but now
there are only a limited number
As
find it necessary to secure incorpsuggest that you pick up yours
we
oration. He welcomes visitors so do
the steward soon and avoid
from
drop'in. He also asks for donations
They are only $6.00
disappointment.
of canoes and anything pertaining to
if they are
quarter
extra
an
with
them such as documents, photographs,
mailed. * * * * * * * * * *
books or accessories,
Walter Coucill's discovery: "The
Group of Seven"will be in our
First
next issue when Ars Longa reappears.
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Possibly the least contentious
meeting of recent years heard reports
and elected a new Executive Committee
for 1975-76. Some committee reports
had been written and posted to all
members previously which considerably
shortened the proceedings and gave
earlier relief to thirsty souls.
Frank Stone in presenting his first
Treasurer's Report suggested that more
Ladies' Nights might decrease our
deficit. Chick Hendry asked members to
evaluate and to make recommendations
for next year's "Minds On The Move".
Howard reported considerable
Bill
water damage. Norm McMurrich spoke of
problems and more effective
traffic
of the kitchen. Hunter
utilization
Bishop reported another banner year
for the Library and Archives. John
Morrow was happy that more members'
exhibitions had been hung. Elmer
Phillips regretted that despite high
hopes the new lease was not signed.
The following Executive Committee
was elected:
President...Elmer S. Phillips
Vice-President...J.N.P.Hume
Treasurer...Frank R. Stone
Secretary...Wentworth D. Walker
Associate Secretary & Counsel...
E.A.R.Newson, Q.C.
Chairmen
House Committee...Ian Cameron
.,.W.A.Howard
Art Committee...Reginald A. Haist
... John Stohn
Planning Committee...Eric Hardy
Spring show...John H. Ingram
Christmas Dinner...Malcolm McGrath
Membership Committee...John Scott
..J.H.Westren
Albrant
Nights...Ralph
Ladies'
Luncheon Meetings...Charles E.Hendry
Monthly Dinners...John Cozens
Archivist & Librarian..Hunter Bishop
FRANKly Speaking:
Woman gazing at a picture in an art
gallery. "So that's a Cubist
epainting. What a dreadful place
Cuba must be. "
O! O! O!

MEMBERSHIP 1974/75
At the end of the summer of 1974
there were 337 resident members of
whom 194 were of the professional
class and 143•vordinary members.
During the year P.Alan Deacon and
J.R. McDougall, both of whom are
professional members, became life
members. 9 professional members and
9 ordinary members were removed
from the roll by transfer, resignation or death. During the year
we have added 27 professional and
20 ordinary members.
At the time of the special meeting
on 26th March 1975 when the
Constitution was amended there was
a waiting list of 8 ordinary
members. Since that time 6 professional and 5 ordinary members have
been nominated and approved. Thus
the amendment has stimulated the
admission of professional members.
At the beginning of the year the
professional memebrs constituted
57.6% of the resident members. At
the present time 58.1% are professional members of the total
resident membership of 366.
If every resident member had lunch
at the Club at least once a week
we should show a profit on the
catering for the year.
J.W.Scott
*******************KX****

Your editor wants to thank
particularly: Hunter Bishop, Frank
Denton, Yvon Doucet, Bill Haehnel,
Lou Hartley, John Irwin, Chuck
Matthews, Bill Shelden and Van
Snell and all those others ,too
numerous to list without whose
generous help this monthly letter
would not have been possible.
We have endeavoured to keep costs
down despite rising printing prices.
In 1974 our cost was $1337., in 1975
$1132. a saving of $205. We hope to
do better.
*****************

******

Dr. Victor B. Meen our late member
and former Chief Mineralogist of the
ROM has been honoured by having a
lake in the Northwest Territories
named after him.

-
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VICTORIA WOULD HAVE BEEN AMUSED

Wilson, Lovat Dickson, Barker
Fairley, Charles Hendry, Keith
A lord, two knights, several ladies Bissell,
Arthur and Marvin Gelber,
and as many gentlemen as could be
Alf Casson, Chuck Matthews, Pat
seated assembled for a special
Hume, Norman McMurrich, Gordon
lunch on June 2nd. It was a delight- Adamson, Ian Cameron,
Herman Voaden,
fully informal, casual and stimulat- Frank McEachren,
Bruce Legge, Monty
ing affair. The occasion was the
Larkin and Nicholas Goldschmidt.
visit of 12 distinguished guests-Marion Bradshaw was gracious in
all experts on Victorians, the
her thanks and in her invitation to
subject of a symposium at the
members to attend the symposium.
University of Guelph. It was the
But how one wished for words from
reason why these intellectuals
one or another of our English
gathered together. They were in
guests. Was not to be.
Toronto for a round of engagements,
But it would have been fun to have
including lunch in our Great Hall.
heard Sir John Betjeman recite.
President Elmer Phillips
Perhaps he would have enunciated
introduced our special guests.
this one--which seemed appropriate
From England came Sir John Betjeman, to the happy, casual occasion:

the Poet Laureate; Lady Elizabeth
Cavendish; Sir Hugh Casson, the
distinguished architect and
president of the Royal College of
Art; Lady Casson; Professor Asa
Briggs, vice-chancellor of the
University of Sussex; Mrs. Briggs;
and John Julius, Viscount Norwich.
Lord Norwich is chairman of the
Venice in Peril Fund and is active
with the National Trusts of England,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
Special Canadian guests were
Marion Bradshaw, energetic chief
organizer of the Guelph symposium,
wife of John, club member, and
editor of the Canadian Collector;
Jack Jamieson, director of extension, McMaster University, who was
heavily involved in the symposium;
Miss Margaret Machell, custodian of
the Grange, Art Gallery of Ontario;
Mrs. Jeanne Minhinnick, restoration
consultant; Bill Denby, club member,
who is with the Toronto Historical
Board and guide in the city for
the visitors.
And there they sat, the lord, the
knights, ladies and gentlemen,
among us at the refectory tables.
It was a relief to get away from
head-table formality. Two hours
passed surprisingly quickly--each
table buzzed continuously with
conversation and laughter. It was
informality at its best. It was a
real arts and letters occasion-even the sketches of nudes on the
wall fitted in. And it was an
occasion that brought out many
Club notables. Spotted were Tuzo

HOW TO GET ON IN SOCIETY
By John Betjeman
Poet Laureate.
Phone for the fish knives, Norman
As cook is a little unnerved;
You kiddies have crumpled the
serviettes
And I must have things daintily
served.
Are the requisites all in the
toilet ?
The frills around the cutlets can

wait
Till the girls have replenished
the cruets
And switched on the logs in the
grate.

It's ever so close in the lounge,
dear,

But the vestibule's comfy for tea

And Howard is out riding on
horseback
So do come and take some with me.
Now here's a fork for your pastries
And do use the couch for your feet;
I know what I wanted to ask you-Is trifle sufficient for sweet ?
Milk and then just as it comes dear?
I'm afraid the preserve's full of
stones
Beg pardon, I'm soiling the doileys
With afternoon teacakes and scones,
John

Irwin.

MEETING NEW MEMBERS
*

LORNE STEWART
a Toronto jurist for 30
years, recently retired as senior
judge, provincial court (Family
division). Lorne has wide interests
in the arts, notably painting,
sculpture,music poetry and theatre.
He is pardonably proud of his collection of oil paintings,including
works by Arbuckle, Winters, Porter,
Stone and Schneider. He aims to
attend most luncheons,dinners and
evening activities. Would more A&L
members be so like minded !
TERENCE McNALLY MOORE
has been a provincial
judge, family court, since 1964.
A graduate of Osgoode Hall and
honoured with the designation of
Queen's Counsel, he practised law
for 13 years before being elevated
to the Bench. Terence is interested
in painting, sculpture and music.
His hobbies range from history and
literature to hiking and camping.
Ex-service members should note that
Terence was a navigator in the RCAF
and RAF for four war years.
ANDREW LAWSON, Q.C.

is director of Ontario

Legal Aid Plan. He is also wellknown as a collector of antiques.He
lives in the old Crosson house in
Cobourg - an antique in itself -- and
full of superb furniture and artifacts. We look forward to hearing
about them.Andrew's main contribution to the Club,he says, "will be
social and in the drama field."Amen.

.

CHARLES C, HUSTON
is an internationally acclaimed consulting mining engineer,
whose professional experience has
been sought by governments and
corporations in 45 countries. Canada
is grateful to him for development.
of gold uranium and other mining
properties. Perhaps he will tell us
about his fascinating specialty. His
hobbies of books and silver and his
interest in literature and painting
will be welcomed by Kindred Souls
in the A&L.

9
FRANK W. HUNNISETT
administrator par
excellence, is vice-president and
director of Toronto's Hospital for
Sick Children. He brings other
talents to A&L membership. He
studied piano with Ernest Seitz and
Dr. F.J. Horwood; is experienced in
public speaking, radio and TV; and
an active churchworker. Note this:
he is "interested in daily luncheon
at the A&L." So...come on down and
meet Frank -- the few of you that
do not yet have the pleasure of
knowing him.

CONGRATULATIONS

! ! I

Honorary degrees have been conferred on five distinguished members of
the Arts & Letters Club: Alf Casson
and Bill Swinton each received an
LL.D.from the University of Toronto.
Barker Fairley received a D. Litt.
from York University. Harry Ebbs
received an LL.D. from Trent and
Tony Adamson an LL.D. from Queen's.
We hope to publish extracts from
the citations shortly.
Joseph McCulley was honoured on
his 75th birthday by a party given
by his friends at the Park Plaza
Hotel. He was presented with a
scroll reading..."As educator and
public servant you have exhibited
an outstanding example of community
involvement and leadership. In
doing so you have earned the
admiration and respect of all of us."
The scroll was signed by:
Lieutenant- Governor Pauline McGibbon, Premier Davis, J. Alex Edmison
and Yousuf Karsh, both of Ottawa;
Dr. Donald Fraser, J. Duncan Edmonds,
Dr. J. Harry Ebbs, Charles E.Hendry,
A.M. Kirkpatrick, Elmer S.Phillips,
Judge W.F.B. Rogers, John H. Yocom,
Ralph Albrant,Charles A.G.Matthews,
Allan Grossman and Frank R.Stone.
John Stohn had an exhibition of
his sculpture at the extlusive
Intown Club, Cleveland, Ohio. He
received a very favourable review
in the Cleveland Plain Dealer.

THE LIBRARY

10 THE ARCHIVES
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The Club's cultural year was launched
most auspiciously with Ladies' Night on
September 17, one of the finest
evenings in the history of A & L.
Paul Duval, the eminent and talented
art critic, writer and creator of awardwinning volumes on Canadian art,
addre s se d an attentive and appreciative
audience.
*

He spoke in a setting of many exquisite
works provided by Club member and
distinguished gallery owner, Jack
Entitled "Dealer's Choice"
Wildridge.
this collection featured paintings by
some outstanding Canadian artists.
Two batiks by Stephen Wildridge were a
tribute to a sensitive, highly creative
talent brought so tragically to a close.
Dr. Casson introduced Paul Duval,
paying tribute to him as a lucid author
who did not try to confuse or impress
his readers with gobbledygook and
nebulous nomenclature.

U

Paul Duval referred to his own early
interest in art, encouraged by his
father who designed textiles. He spoke
of his studies and his explorations of
galleries in his youth. This gave us an
insight into his sincerity and his
professional background of knowledge
and training in the visual arts.

L'1I L'1I ~·~·~I·~·

What a contrast to the many pseudo
"critics" who rush from some obscure
school or prosaic reportorial post,
the saurus in hand, to engage in verbal
fisticuffs on behalf of the latest
aberration of some lacklustre neophyte.
Paul reminisced about the development
of the galleries from a few to the scene
today where there is almost one gallery
for every artist. He paid tribute to
those galleries that had the courage in

the early days to exhibit Canadian art
and he traced the development of
Roberts Gallery, represented on the
walls of the Great Hall and the Lounge.
We wish we had the space to print the
entire address that was given
spontaneously, without hesitation and
without text. It was truly a heartwarming expre s sion of faith in since re
worthwhile art.
The question and answer session that
followed was equally enlightening and
reference was made to the plight of
"lots of kids who are not going to get a
hearing" because of public gallery
apathy to group shows.
Several distinguished members of the
Club participated in this discussion
with champions for various early
gallery patrons rising to their feet.
Altogether a most rewarding and
worthwhile evening'
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ARS LONGA
The show by Roy Austin and Charles
Hilder was warmly received on opening
night, October 15. Both Charles and
Roy paint the Canadian and the exotic
scene with a control and mastery that
gives an excellent idea of their talents.
"Minds on the Move"', on October 17,
featured an illustrated address by Dr.
Helen J. Dow, who presented slides of
paintings by Alex Colville completed
since the publication of her handsome
volume about this distinguished
Canadian artist whose work is so highly
valued in the international art market.
She kindly autographed a copy of her
book for the Club Library.

received a truly-deserved, standing
ovation.
The Editor, Charles Carter, herewith
contributes these closing paragraphs:
Alf Casson said in his address to the U.
of T. convocation on June 9th, 1975:
"The Group of Seven were seven artists
working individually who had.., be gun
to paint the country in its own terms...
the effect of these new paintings upon
the public and press was startling...
that a new art movement inspired by the
country itself should be taking place in
Canada was more than the critics and
public could credit."
"The Group existed for 2 purposes; to
paint Canada as Canadians and ...

The Society of Canadian Painter Et che rs
exhibited a collection of stunning
examples of their art in the Club
This was
following the Spring Show.
arranged by Lou Rowe, Club member
and four-times President of the group.
The Sketch Class, inspired by subjects
and by Charles Hilder and Robin Cumine
has revived the old spirit of participation
in educational projects. The results
achieved by these latterday Leonardos
dazzled the Annual Meeting attendees.
Hunter Bishop and Lew Hartley
collaborated on a fine showing of
portraits from the Heritage and
Permanent colle ctions. Hunter's twotoned captions provided excellent insight
into painters and sitters.
Dr. Casson, on October 16, addressed
a dinner meeting of The Canadian Public
Relations Society, in Hart House. He
revie wed the fo rmation of the Hart House
art collection and the important part
played by the Group of Seven and
Vincent Massey. Dr. and Mrs. Casson

to

explore the country and become
familiar with every aspect of it....Over
the years members of the Group sketched
and camped in every part of Canada.
Roughing it was part of the game. The
Group had helped to free Canadian art
from the shackle s of wornout conventions.
Walter Coucill dis cove red in The Life of
a Wande re r by Vivian Noke s, a Brothe rhood of Seven: John Millais, William
Holman Hunt, Dante Gabriel Rosetti,
Collinson, Woolner, Stephens, and
William Michael Rosetti.
Their aims were to have genuine ideas
which they sought to express well, and
to study nature itself.. .they discovered
the little -known poetry of Keats, and
found new subjects in the mediaevalism
of Isabella and La Belle Dame sans
Merci.
An amazing parallel between them and
our Group of Seven.

J.

A. M.

IT
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A, & L, SKETCH PAD
Saturday, September 20th. Baldwin, Ontario. The
Tomlinson Grist Mill, circa Barberian - and a more attractive
be
group of buildings with surrounding river and polls would
difficult to put together in all Ontario.
This was the scene for sixteen artists and three distaff enthusiasts on what was a beautiful day albeit a wet
media
beginning. Pencil, pentel, water colour and oil were the
used to capture the captivating architecture of the old mill ancient village buildings with surrounding fall foliage.
At noon Harry summoned the artists to a sumptuous
lunch of (his own grown) garden vegetables with a slice of
the most delicious prime rib ever to grace a hungry man's plate.
The sonorous bong of the dinner bell and the tangy zip of Harry's
cinnamon gravy recalled the days of neighbourly hospitality.
After lunch Cas. Casson, Walter and Irma Council,
Eric Heathcote, John Secord, John Irwin, Gord Rice, Les and
Mildred Tibbles, Lew Parker, Bill Sherman, Art Steven, Reg. and
Mrs. Haist, Mac and Violet Houstoun, Ray Cattell, Yvon Doucet
and Rob Cumine spread out each finding a spot to fit his personality. The wide selection of picture subjects was clearly
shown by the drawings and paintings of the group.
Cas spotted a charming old, old building of simple
To
design. A true Casson subject. The sketch was beautiful.
list the charms of the twenty odd sketches would require three
pages; for it was a happy agglomerate of deliciously touchedand
in simple outline with and without shading; sparkling water colours
good old solid oil.
Needless to say the hospitality of our host and hostess,
and
Harry and Helen and their associates made our day beautiful
memorable. So much so that we are determined to carry on with
with our
a regular programme of outdoor sketching in conjunction
Thursday night painting sessions.
The Tuesday night sketch pad started it's second
semester very successfully with Charles Hilder and a beautiful
model inspiring sixteen artists. If you are interested contact Rob Cumine.

Rob Cumine
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Dr. Arthur Hallett, Principal of University College
spoke to the Club on September 16th, as part of the series
Minds on the Move.
He pointed out the gradual and subtle change in man's
attitude towards the purpose of human existence. A generation
ago men worshipped progress and anything that stood in its way
disappeared. The disappearance of old buildings, in some mysterious way, symbolized progress. Dr. Hallett then told the
history of University College, which is intricately entwined
into that of Toronto.
He affirmed that buildings must reflect the better
qualities of life before youth can be taught this. He then
examined in detail the wonders of the building and its current
restoration. It is a treasure house of the architectural and
decorative arts. This is most important, and can contribute
so much to the learning process, and serves as a bridge of
continuity in education between 1849 (the year the building
was first completed) and now, 116 years later.
He referred to the multifarious problems encountered in
the restoration of the College. These problems were primarily,
Fire, Floors and wiring. The restoration process is two-fifths
completed, at the present time.
Dr. Hallett then outlined the new programme at the
University of Toronto instituted in 1969. It is hoped that
more will be done academically for students by this reorganization and it will engender a cross exchange of views across the whole
University.
As an old graduate of the College, I was completely
enthralled listening to Dr. Hallett. He showed great erudition
and an artistic manner of delivery and style.

Edwin H. Kasdan.

Congratulations to Dr. John Keith. He and Dr.
William Mustard have won Gairdner Awards for saving the lives
of babies born with heart defects and turning Toronto's
Hospital for Sick Children into one of the largest pediatric
heart centres in the world.
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Frankly Speaking:
"I have just called you to tell you that
Voice on the Phone:
we have had our third set of triplets."
Other Voice:

"Would you mind repeating that."

First Voice:

"Not if I can help it."

01

0:
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John Sanderson, summarily dismissed our microphone and
received a standing ovation for his witty and entertaining talk
at the September 25th Monthly dinner.
Introduced by John Bradshaw, he told us of the London
Clubs, particularly of his own - the Savage. The Clubs are the
bastions of the Conversational Arts and the home of elegant
decorum, good fellowship and fine wine and food. They, like ourselves are attacked by inflation.
John's anecdotes and puns had us in stitches, one being:
"Max Beerbohn's imperturability was well shown by his reaction on
overhearing Mark Twain bragging that 'Sir Henry Irving has asked
me to join him for lunch.' Max was heard to mutter, 'Why is he
falling apart?" We might well remember Pope's definition of
politeness - "Being easy oneself and making everyone else easy."
John Irwin in thanking our speaker, suggested that we
have eccentrics and punsters to be heard if you attend our daily
lunches.

The second ladies' night of the season took place on
October 8, when our old friend and long time member, Reg Godden treated
us to a stunning performance of Bach's Goldberg Variations. After hearing it, one understood why it is so rarely performed. As Brahms once
said of one of his own works "It is not a piece for little girls."
In fact it should be attempted only by a master and this Reg proved
himself to be. He has lost none of his technical dexterity and his
understanding has been greatly deepened. His years of study of the
works of J.S. Bach have borne rich fruit.
*

Before playing, Reg gave a brief introduction, illustrated
at the piano, presenting his own theory of the origin of the
Goldberg Variations. He then gave a short description of the
structure of the work with its patterns of canons at every interval
from the unison to the octave. Such complex contrapuntal works are
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always difficult on a key board instrument particularly when
written for one having two manuals:
Reg was introduced by this reviewer and thanked by
Willson Woodside both of whom reminisced nostagically about the
good old days of the'thirties when the names of Malcolm and
Godden were household words.

W.F.

Haehnel.

It is our most ambitious outing in 67 years, Elmer
Phillips told us as we enjoyed lunch at the Oban Inn at Niagaraon-the-Lake on July 5th. Welcomed by Tom Burrows, then General
Manager of the Shaw Festival and now G.M. of the O'Keefe Centre,
we then heard an illuminating talk by Robertson Davies on his
play Leaven of Malice which he and we later enjoyed at the Shaw
Festival Theatre. A quick bus tour of the town followed lunch
and an impromptu sing-song on the homeward"bust"trip brought
a happy day to a triumphant conclusion.

6

A Symposium was held on October 9 at York University to
honour Dr. Murray G. Ross, President Emeritus.
***************************** ******

Elliot Liskin, Vice President of the Salmagundi our
affiliate Club at 47 Fifth Avenue, New York City, dropped in
on September 3 for an all too brief visit.
The Salmagundi is experiencing similar difficulties to those
we are facing. A dinner club with a membership of about 600, largely
painters, they raise some $40,000.00 a year at two art auctions in the
Spring and Fall. Their main activities are Art Exhibitions throughout
the year and well-attended art classes four times a week. Women were
admitted two years ago with no appreciable changes in the club. We
hope Elliot and his fellow club members will visit us again in the
near future.
A
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John Weatherseed has enhanced his 1967 13 month
Daily Appointment Book with a full colour cover print and
identification with the Olympics, to make it the best yet.
SAVAGE CLUB
The following is from a recent letter from the Honorary
Secretary of the Savage Club, which has moved to: 9 Fitzmaurice Place,
Berkeley Square, London, WlX 6JD. 01-493-1094 (telephone)
"Our new address is as above. All facilities are available within the building every day of the year - bed-rooms, bars
dining room, buttery, lounges, swimming pool. Our own premises
comprise a bar, sitting room and offices, the rest belongs to the
Lansdowne Club, whose building it is. Savage facilities are available free to your Members; but if the additional facilities are
required it will be necessary to become a Temporary Member of the
Lansdowne, at a cost of 2.00 pounds per person for 2 nights, and
5.00 pounds per person anytime up until a month. To do this, apply
Hensman, C.B.E., mentioning
to the Secretary, Brigadier R.F.B.
that your Club has reciprocal arrangements with the Savage. Bookings
for the bedrooms should be addressed to the Lansdowne Club (same
address of course)."
******************* ********************

CONGRATULATIONS
As briefly reported in the last Newsletter, we were
delighted that several of our distinguished members had received
well-merited academic honours.
We now give excerpts from their citations:ANTHONY ADAMSON

Doctor of Laws, Queen's University:"...whose vigorous and
talented leadership in the fledgling fields of town planning
and architectural restoration have enhanced the development of
those professions in Canada and made Canadians conscious and
appreciative of the sense of identity to be discovered beneath
the ancestral roofs admired ....as a teacher, a vivid and persuasive
writer, a devoted public servant.....by all who value the
Canadian heritage for his unrelenting efforts to recreate and
preserve the best and to save from destruction much that remains
unprotected from the ravages of progress."
ALFRED J. CASSON
Doctor of Laws, University of Toronto:

He was formed as an artist in
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the shadow of the Group of Seven, the Benjamin in their brotherhooS
the familiar observer of their painters' ways, and after their
disbandment a faithful executor of their artistic estate. A.J.
Casson has remained through a long career both a painter himself
and a designer for commerce. In the first role he has been as
constant in his effort to maintain his vitality as he has been
successful in the pursuit of quality in the second..... When
general acceptance rendered the Group of Seven paintings desirable
and forgers rushed to supply the demand, the missionary then
became a detective. His expertise was eagerly sought by owners and
police and acceptable to judges. Whenever an estimate of the
Group of Seven is attempted, in addition to the artists and
their works, the historian must take into account the extraordinary
authority of their public image, in the crafting of which the
indefatigable A.J. Casson has played so vital a part."
J.HARRY EBBS
Doctor of Laws, Trent University:
"A paediatrician of world renown, a humanitarian of deep convictions, a scholar of unassailable reputation, a respected
advocate of wilderness preservation and the organised camping
movement.....During the depression he conducted in Toronto
a deeply significant nutritional study of expectant mothers
who were economically deprived.
Reluctant new dietary programmes reduced infant and
maternal illness and death very significantly.
His startling
conclusions and recommendations were adopted by Britain's chief
medical officer, so that, despite hardships of war, that
country's infant mortality rate was reduced by fifty per cent.
Thousand of ordinary men and women who had never heard of Harry
Ebbs, are alive today through his efforts. Travelling thousands
of miles, he also carried out on the eve of the war an exhaustive
study of the nutritional and medical needs of the people of the
far North, .both Innuit and European. During wartime, his findings were adopted for use in 42 million food packages sent to
Allied prisoners of war.
BARKER FAIRLEY
Doctor of Laws, York University: " Teacher, scholar,

political worker, painter, Emeritus Professor of German, Fellow
of the Royal Society, much admired in many lands, much loved in
this....He belongs to that old tradition of University teacher,
the scholar who refines his views by publishing them in books.
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His writing established his international reputation...to his occasional
journalism he has brought a passionate honesty and intelligence
that cuts through pretence and silliness like a prairie-wind through
cotton - grass. At the age of forty, he set aside his role of critical
intelligence to the Group of Seven Painters and by accident, as it
were, became one of them...and now has the distinction of being
Canada's most notable portraitist. He has said he agrees with the
great German Painter, Albrecht Duirer that painting "is useful, for no
one unless he practices it, believes that it is so rich in joys in
itself; it has great joys indeed."
WILLIAM ELGIN SWINTON
"Professor Emeritus
Doctor of Laws, University of Toronto:
of Zoology...we honour this man whose presence in two of the world's
great museums has made them no less valua ble as educational institutions that lively as parts of their communities....from 1924 to
1961 the British Museum, that mecca of probing scholars, was his
home. During that heroic age of paleontology he had the thrill of
rejoining pieces of the skull of Swanscombe Man that had lain separated
for 250,000 years, and of sleuthing through the hoax of Piltdown Man.
Not inappropriately he had been mustered into British Naval Intelligence the same day as Ian Fleming, but before the outbreak of war. Talents Dr. Swinton used in breaking the secret codes of extinct
species, he applied to more urgent tasks when modern civilization
itself was threatened with extinction.....As director of the Royal
Ontario Museum he was instrumental in obtaining for Toronto its
companion in public scientific education, the McLaughlin Planetarium.
Dr. Swinton is the author of 28 books and innumerable articles,
member of many learned societies, instructor of royalty and condidant of the most eminent scholars of our time."
MEETING NEW MEMBERS
HAROLD B. ATTIN
Works for Ontario Human Rights Commission. Is a public relations
practitioner. Received an M.A. from Columbia; did post-graduate work
at the Sorbonne and is fluent in French. Particularly interested
in the theatre arts.
JOHATHAN LOVAT DICKSON
Educational Editor of Doubleday (Canada) Limited.
Son of Lovat Dickson.
Experience includes 14 years of publishing and editing. Received
an M.A. from Oxford. Interested in Music, Drama and Literature.
JOHN DUCKWORTH
Professor of Anatomy at the University of Toronto.

Received his M.D.
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from Edinborough. Served as a Medical Officer in the Reserve Navy
from 1936 to 1965 and was on active duty 1938-1946. A noted
anatomical draughtsman who serves as adviser to the O.P.P. Interested
in photography, stage crew work and sound effects.
DOUGLAS F. KENT
Recently retired from the position of Chairman and President of
Bauer & Black Company. Holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree. Is
interested in paintings, also Chinese glass and porcelain, a la
Bill Shelden.
J. ALEXANDER

MCINTYRE

Chief of General Surgery, St. Joseph's Hospital; Asst. Professor
of Surgery, University of Toronto F.R.C.S. (C) and F.A.C.S. Interested in music and in Canadian prints and paintings. Potential
Club activity - Spring Show.
C.

BLAKEWAY MILLAR

An architect who is a member of the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada; also a valuable member of the Council of the Royal Canadian
Academy. Interested in all the arts, particularly painting.
J. GORDON PARR
Deputy Minister of the Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities.
Holds the degrees of B.Sc. and Ph.D. Has written a number of articles and
given a number of radio talks on a wide variety of topics. Is interested
in Literature, Theatre and Music.
GARNET R. PATERSON
Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Toronto. Holds the
degrees of PHm. B. M.Sc. Is a Director of the Panamerican Federation of Pharmacy and Biochemistry. President of the Toronto Medical
Historical Club. Interested: Music, Writing, Art.
MACK SLOAN
An artist who works in the fields of both fine art and commercial art
Currently has a one-man exhibition of his work showing at the
McMichael Gallery in Kleinburg. Chief interest is in painting.
NORMAN B

HATHAWAY

Corporate Communications in Graphic Design - professional musician
(Horace eat your heart out!)
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WILLIAM G. GLASSCO
Tarragon Theatre former Professor at Victoria College, University
of Toronto.
TRIBUTES
Merrill Denison died recently in California. I heard
it was a stroke. He had been in failing health for the last year
or two. He would be about 82 or 83. His mother Flora McDonald
Denison, was an early Canadian suffragist and intensely attached
to the United States, although I believe her father was a County
Court Judge in Cobourg. She insisted on having her accouchement
in Detroit so that Merrill would be a citizen of the United States
by birth. I believe his father was born in the States and was a
descendant of a seventeenth century English colonist.
He grew up in the States and served in France in World
War 1 with French and later American Units, but enrolled in
Architecture at the University of Toronto in 1919. At the same
time he became Art Director of Hart House Theatre and began to
write one act plays (see Vincent Massey's book on Canadian Plays
in the Club Library).
The most successful of these plays was "Brothers in Arms",
one of the four plays contained in the Unheroic North, which was
first performed in Hart House Theatre in 1921. The cast consisted
of Merrill, Walter Bowles, Heasell Mitchell (wife of fellow member
Percy (Pat) Mitchell) and the writer. It was directed by Roy
Mitchell, a member of the Club. All but Heasell were or later became members of the Club.
In the early twenties a Broadway play called "Aimer to Love"
played at the Royal Alexandra starring Grace George, a well-known
American actress. It was an eternal triangle plot with Grace as the
apex.
Merrill composed a one act parody called "Parler to Talk".
Heasel Mitchell was the apex supported by Ralph Eden Smith and Basil
Morgan and it was played at the Club prior to Ralph's departure to
New York in 1924. It was far funnier than Aimer.
In addition to his plays, he also wrote "Boob in the Woods",
"Our Great ones" (with Jack McLaren), "By Guess and By God" (with
W.J. Carr), "KLondike Mike","Harvest Triumphant" (the story of the
Massey Dynasty), "The Barley and the Stream","The Molson Story", "The
People's Power""The History of the Ontario Hydro", "A History of the
Bank of Montreal", and several other documentaries invariably well
written and very interesting reading.
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He was the best kind of a showman, full of wit and
never took himself too seriously - always a boon companion.
Charles A. Thompson
****************

former
I have
a very
such a

I have been asked to write a short piece about a
member of the Arts and Letters Club - George Patton.
accepted this request with diffidence. It would take
special kind of writer to do justice to the memory of
very special kind of fellow.

This is not an obituary - for the memory of George
still lives on for those of us who know him. Besides if we
got a spot maudlin he would make his entrance Right back "on
stage" to silence us.
To those who were members of the Club from 1920 to 1940
George needs no formal presentation. He was a club institution. He was almost unbelievably modest. He was a quietlooking fellow and in appearance decidedly English. In the
heyday of his performances in the A.& L. Spring Revues he was
outstanding. He liked people and people certainly liked him.
There was no poison in the mixtures he gave us.
He served with a British Artillery Unit in World War 1.
His gift of humour and laughter enabled his companions to
transcend the grim Realities of War, especially in the German
prison Camp in 1918.
After wartime service he went to 0.A.C. from which
he graduated. He became the Director of Information Services and
was responsible for a number of films produced in connection with
Ontario agriculture.
He played many parts in Little Theatre circles in
Ontario. He was also a performer of humourous bits and pieces
which he created himself. Everyone of every age laughed with
and applauded him,for he gave us a brand of humour that was of
his own original concoction.
There can never be any "Farewell" to George Patton
as long as there remains one single Arts and Letters Club member
who knew him.
Jack McLaren
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Stuart Williams was a gentle and warm personality, a
man of compassion and integrity who will be missed by a wide circle
of friends. A member of the Arts & Letters for three years, Stuart
was a regular at lunch and dinner, except when travelling across
Canada, up in the Artic or down in the United States. He was a
professional administrator, latterly as general manager of the
Canadian Jewellers Association, representing 10,000 retailers
and wholesalers in all provinces. His expertise in the industry
earned national respect. A. & L. members will recall his fascinating, informative, lucid and entertaining talk on the history
of silver.
Stuart was also knowledgable on Eskimo art, and frequently
lectured on the subject in important centres in Canada and the
United States. His concern for the native peoples was underlined
by his active role in the Canadian Indian-Eskimo Association.
He was proud of his friendship with scores of Innuits in remote
settlements.
Stuart lost his life when his car crashed after swerving
to avoid a dog.
************* ** ******

1975,

A long-time member, Norman McLean died on September 13,
after a long, busy and productive life.

He was born in 1890, near Port Hope, a member of a
large family. From High School he went to the University of Toronto,
where he graduated with a B.A. in 1912, then joining the family
business Norman went overseas in the first year and in 1918, rejoined the business where he remained until retirement in 1964, he
having been for many years Vice President of Canada Packers.
The McLean's were often at the Ladies' night, and after
his retirement he was a frequent attendant at lunch, always walking
to the Club from Rosedale.
He was genial, informed, and a
pleasant lunch companion, and a worker for the Spring Revue.
He was an ardent fisherman, and as a keen bridge player
he partnered with Arthur Meighen, Hugh McLaughlin, Richard Meech
and others. He had many close friends in the Club and will be
missed.

S
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Charlie Peaker, that mite(ty) muscician cast his
charismatic spell over one thousand of his most avid
admirers at the Royal York Hotel on October 6, 1975 on the
occasion of a special testimonial dinner held in his honour as
the retiring ---but not reticent--- organist of St. Paul's
Church, Bloor Street East, Toronto.
It was a fine "do" indeed and we were all very proud
of him and he looked very pleased with us ---twinkling away up
there at the head table and shooting off shafts of repartee
which kept us all in happy order.
There was a goodly attendance of Arts and Letters
Club members, with not a few contributing in their own
particular way to this gala event. Unfortunately, his
wife Marie was not well enough to attend but daughter Marie and
her husband represented the family handsomely.
To the ubiquitous Dr. Charles Peaker: 'we trust
your stay at the Wellesley Hospital will not be for much
longer and that we shall see you for lunch fairly soon
and often.' Let TE DEUM be sung:

John D. Weatherseed

MINDS ON THE MOVE
Reginald Godden's luncheon talk about Scott Malcolm and their professional career together as the two-piano team of Malcolm and Godden
was a high-light of the month.
Reg is a fine pianist but as a raconteur he is wonderful. For the
old-timers who were present his stories brought forth nostalgic
recollections of the sad but wonderful days of the Thirties. For
the younger members his reminiscences told them many details of
Scott's extraordinary musicianship and made them wonder why his
professional career was necessarily cut short. Musicians in the
Dirty Thirties were hard pressed to make a living and Scott
decided after many successful tours with Reg to improve his livelihood by using his great talents in conducting a successful bSziness
career.
John Irwin's Aquascutum ulster disappeared from the coat rack.
to make sure
Would those who have a similar coat please check
it is their own.

·
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STHE

LIBRARY

In the last issue of the Letter, mention was made of
receipt of two books given by the Won of J.E. Middleton; one
of these deserves a further introduction to members. It is
CANADIAN SINGERS AND THEIR SONG, a collection of hand-written
and autographed poems (with accompanying portraits) of 74 of
Canada's better known poets. The book was compiled by E.S.
Caswell and published by McClelland and Stewart in 1919.
At luncheon on October 17th Dr. Helen Dow gave
(More of this elsewhere).
an illustrated lecture on Alex Colville.
book "The Art Of
her
of
Before leaving she autographed a copy
Alex Colville for our library. This handsome book is from McGrawHill Ryerson and contains 48 major works in full colour as well
CDiville's sketches,
as 56 black and white illustrations of
drawings, coin designs paintings and serigraphs.

*

Some other recent Canadian additions include The
Inventors, which is sub-titled Great Ideas In Canadian Enterprise.
Ontario Index Of Canadian Artists is a very comprehensive reference
tool, Early Furniture of Ontario & The Atlantic Provinces is a
photographic record of hundreds of pieces assembled for the Country
Heritage Loan Exhibition.
*********************

The library has received a great many gifts and thanks
are extended to the following donors: Philip Clark for Canadian
Paintings In The Thirties; Ted Brock for Art In Queen's Park;
Jerrie Stacey for many early exhibition catalogues; Floyd Chalmers
for The Official Opening Of The Art Gallery Of Ontario and for
James Mayor And His World; A.J. Casson for Cathedrals And Churches
Of France; Church Matthews for three very early copies of
The Lamps; Leon Katz for a booklet National Museum Of Canada; Dick
Blue for The Trade Of the Tricks; Mrs. Frank Fusco for the
Mendelssohn's Tribute to Sir Ernest; Mrs. John Bradshaw for the
special Victorian Image issue of The Canadian Collector.
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THE ARCHIVES
The Club Archivist would like to record, with all due
modesty, that he has recently become a member of TAAG. This is
the Toronto Area Archivists Group, the aim of which is to encourage
professional standards, disseminate information, and provide a
forum for all these interested in archival problems.
Membership in Heritage Canada was taken out in the name
of the Club. This means we will receive a good deal of literature
from this Ottawa-based foundation, including Heritage Conversation,
its official Newsletter.
In the last monthly letter mention was made of the great
number of photographs taken at the Spring Revue. At this time we
would particularly like to draw attention to the fine group of
portraits done by Ron Vickers, and the photos by Gord Rice and
Yvon Doucet, which have been mounted in the current Archives Book
by Ted Brock.
Hunter Bishop

A.W.O.L. from the Archives
The framed photograph of Frederick Challener has been
missed from the front hall since the monthly dinner last September.
A small self portrait in oil by Owen Staples, which
used to hang on the south wall of the LAMPS ROOM, has been missing
since the summer.
If any member knows the whereabouts of either of these
valued archival items, please call the Archivist, Hunter Bishop
at 483-7482.

Robertson Davies adorns the front cover of Time, Canada, November 3rd
issue. A five page article reviews his career. Congratulations'.I
We all miss Walter Council who has been in hospital.
to welcoming him back to the Club.

We look forward

